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PBEEACE,

Old English Grammar has hitherto been taught in three

ways, which may be called respectively the Germanic, the

Gothic, and the independent methods. Sievers assumes that

the student possesses a certain knowledge of Germanic, and

makes it the basis of his classifications; Cosijn believes that

the ready way to the Old English tongue is to learn Gothic

first—a theory not dillicult to reduce ad absurclum. Sweet

considers such methods as these "positively injurious"; he

prefers to give the learner a thousand and one isolated facts,

and carefully to withhold every clue by which they may be

grouped, classified and remembered. The method followed in

this work is more or less novel, being a compromise between

Sievers and Sweet, an attempt to hit the happy mean ; for,

while the basis of arrangement has been the practical con-

venience of the learner in studying the actually existing

phenomena of the language, no pains have been spared in

order that he may have nothing to unlearn in the further

pursuit of the subject. Some empirical rules are given, but

they are of a quiet, harmless sort; Germanic has been taken

as a guide throughout, although it is not needlessly obtruded.

A few difficulties have necessarily been deferred to a later

stage. It would have given a specious air of completeness to

the book to have added a section dealing with Old English
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syntax
; l>ut I am strongly of opinion that for the present such

aid is best given in notes on selected texts. For the rest, it

is unnecessary to enlarge on the methods of exposition here

devised or adopted, or to make the reviewer's task easy by

calling attention to the principal innovations. The ultimate

appeal as to the arrangement, the methods, the necessity, and

the utility of the work will be to the experience of readers

and students ; and their counsel and co-operation are cordially

asked, for its correction and improvement.

My obligations to Sweet are a part of our national debt

to him as a pioneer in English philology. My indebtedness

to Sievers is obvious and well-nigh inestimable. I have made

abundant use of Cosijn's Altwestsdchsische Grammatik, an in-

comparable storehouse of examples. My warmest thanks are

hereby tendered to Prof. Napier, whose timely advice and

assistance have often encouraged me in the studies of which

this book is the outcome; to a lady, whose name I am not

permitted to mention, for reading the proof-sheets with equal

acumen and care; to Mr B. J. Hayes, M.A., of St John's

College, for giving me the benefit of his great experience in

all that is meant by "seeing through the press"; and to the

officials of the University Press, who have spared neither

trouble nor expense in meeting my wishes, for example in

banishing (I hope for ever) the italic digraph ce, indistinguish-

able from ce, and having the elegant character as specially cast

for this book.

A. J. W.

Cambridge,

March, 1897.
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PARADIGMS.

- me such plan of work as the following is recommended to the

:.er. (1) Study the paradigms given below. (2) By their aid work

way through the earlier extracts, or the whole, of the companion

ng Primer. (3) Continue your reading side by side with the

systematic study of the large print of, first the Accidence, then the Pho-

nology, (t) Work carefully through the whole book again, small and

|
rint, making all the cross references.

STRONG NOUNS.

Masc. Neut.

Singular

Fem.

Nom.



PARADIGMS.

WEAK NOUNS.



I'AHADKi.MS.

Masc.

ADJECTIVES {continued).

II. Weak Form (after demonstratives).

Neut. Fem.

Singular. Plural.

Noun.

Ace.



PARADIGMS.

PRONOUNS (continued).
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PARADIGMS.

VERBS (continued).





ELEMENTARY

OLD ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

PART I. INFLECTION.

Introductory.

1. The position of Old English in the family of languages to

which it belongs can best be shown by means of a genealogical

table :

Indo-Gerrnanic

I



10 INFLECTION. § 2

whole of the extant remains of Old English literature has come

down to us in that dialect. It is not the direct parent, but

rather, as it were, the uncle, of Modern English, in tracing the

ancestry of which through West Saxon we therefore deflect

from the straight line of descent. But this disadvantage is

compensated by the ampleness of West Saxon materials in

comparison with the meagreness of the remains of Old Mercian.

Northumbria and Mercia were peopled principally by Angles

:

hence ' Anglian ' is often used as a common name for the

Northumbrian and Mercian dialects, which were in many
respects similar.

Old English literature belongs chiefly to two periods : the Northumbrian

period, in the 7th and 8th centuries, to which belong nearly all the great

monuments of Old English poetry ; and the West Saxon period, from the

9th to the 11th century, the classical period of Old English prose. But,

although the best of our early poetry was composed in Northumbrian, it

must be remembered that it has been handed down to us in West Saxon

transcriptions, containing however not infrequent traces of its origin in the

retention of Anglian forms of words.

2. Old English was the language spoken by the Teutonic

inhabitants of England before the Conquest (and for a short time

after). In the title of this book the name " Old English " has

been used, for convenience' sake, as synonymous with " (Early)

West Saxon dialect." West Saxon before about the year

900 a.d., or the close of Alfred's reign, is known as Early West

Saxon ; after about 950 a.d. it is called Late West Saxon.

Late West Saxon shows numerous signs of inflectional decay,

especially in the assimilation of inflections, before the Norman

Conquest. Early West Saxon is therefore the purest form

of Old English of which sufficient remains for grammatical

study are extant. From an elementary text-book such as this

the other dialects are almost entirely excluded, as beyond its

aim and scope. Strictly speaking, then, Old English is the

collective name for the Teutonic dialects spoken in England

before the Conquest; but it is often conveniently used as the

name for the earlier and purer form of the classical West Saxon.



§ 3 ALPHABET. 1

1

The chief distinguishing marks of the various Old English dialects are

these

:

(1) West Saxon represents Germanic ie (West Germanic <7) by ie, the other

dialects by e ; it accurately discriminates ea and eo ; it lost the sound of a
early ; it replaces the -u, -o, of the first person singular present indicative

by -e. The distinguishing mark of Early West Saxon is that the /-muta-

tion of ea and eo is ie, and that of ea and eo is ie, passing into Late West

Saxon i or y, and i or y, respectively. Some special forms and inflections

peculiar to Late West Saxon will be found in the paragraphs of this grammar.

(2) Northumbrian (from which Mercian does not greatly differ) drops

final n ; frequently terminates the 3rd person singular and the whole of the

plural present indicative in s, instead of $ ; confuses ea and eo (short and

long) ; has a liking for the <r sound (short and long) ; and has its inflections

unsettled earlier than the other dialects.

(3) Kentish prefers ia, io to ea, eo ; vocalises g into i (e.g. dm for dmg)
;

and substitutes e for y.

Alphabet and Pronunciation.

3. The Old English alphabet consisted of the following

characters : a, ae, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, (k,) 1, m, n, o, p, r, s, t,

b, 5, U, p (= w), x, y, k is occasionally found for C, This alpha-

bet is both defective and redundant.

(1) It is redundant in the letter x, which stands for cs (ks)

or lis.

(2) It is defective in having no special symbol for: (a) the

sound of the semi-vowel j, which is represented sometimes by i,

much oftener by g ;
(b) the sound of short open e

1 (printed § in

this book), and the sound of short open o 1 (printed q in this book)

;

(c) the voiced (sonant, flat, soft) sounds corresponding to / s, ]>,

i.e. the sounds usually represented in modern English by v, z, th

in thine (= dh). Moreover, c, g, sc and h represent both guttural

and palatal sounds.

1 Modern English has only the open sounds of short e and short o.

See § 4.
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KB. I-mutation 1 and Breaking.

(1) The vowels produced by i-mutation are i, § (te), ie, ie,

ie, e, y, y, of which those printed black ax-e in every instance in

EWS. (with unimportant exceptions) produced by i-mutation.

(2) Breaking includes the change of a to ea and e to eo before

r + consonant, I + consonant, h + consonant, or h final.

Full details are given in Part II.

4. Pronunciation.—KB. Every letter in Old English must

be fully sounded, ivhatever its position.

The vowels a, e, i, o, u in Old English had what may be

called their " continental," or Italian, sound.

answer 2
, only shorter.

father

man
care

Fr. epais.

men

they

pin

machine

Ger. Gott

not

note

put

rule

Ger. hiibsch, Fr. ulterieur

Ger. griin, Fr. voiture.

If the values of e, o, y, y, assigned above cause much difficulty

the values of £ , o, i, I, may be substituted for them for a time.

1 "Mutation" and "mutated" are frequently used in the following

pages with reference to f-mutation only.

- Not of course in the affected pronunciation of the " finishing" school-

mistress and her tribe :
' Anne-Sir.'

a = th
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The diphthongs of Old English are ea, eo (io), ie, short and

long. The stress falls on the first element, which in ea is the

open sound, and in eo the close sound, of e.

The pronunciation of the consonants b, d, k, I, m, n, j>, r, /,

w, x, does not differ materially from that of modern English.

C = mod. k

g = y in get.

These two letters (and h), as has been said, had both a guttural and a

palatal sound, and g was also both a spirant and a stop. But, as it is hardly

possible for the beginner to decide for himself which sound they had in a

particular word, it seems best, at least at this stage, to adopt one value for

each letter (a practice which some eminent scholars never depart from,

except for phonetic exposition) 1
.

X.B. eg = gg (< gj) : ex. lecgan, to lay.

h, (1) initial, is a mere aspirate, as in English hard: exs.

lie, he; Mud, loud; (2) medial and final, is a voiceless spirant, like

the ch in Scotch loch (guttural), or the ch in Ger. ich (palatal) :

exs. heah, high ; niht, night.

f, s,
J),

8 are (1) voiceless (surd, sharp, hard) whenever possible,

i.e. always when initial, always when final, and when medial in

voiceless company (i.e. in company with another voiceless conso-

nant) : exs. fod, food ; Iiors, horse ; siffian, since
; (2) voiced

when medial between voiced sounds (vowels, liquids, nasals,

voiced consonants): exs. ofer, over; hdlsicm, to greet; unMnnom,

within.

It would be convenient to appropriate \> for the voiceless sound, th in

thin, and S for the voiced sound, dh in thine, as in Icelandic ; but Old

1 The author is confirmed in this opinion by the hopeless confusion
that results from the attempt to expound this matter fully in what are pro-

fessedly elementary text-books. Sievers comes to the conclusion that Old
English g was most frequently a voiced spirant, but his proofs seem in-

conclusive for initial g. In any case, the voiced spirant g is a sound not
only foreign to modern English, but one difficult for English people to

acquire. To say, as is usually done, that it is the sound of g in Ger.
aagen, is to ignore that the g in sagen, on the stage and in North Germany
generally, is a voiced stop.
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English MSS. afford no justification for this usage. In printing texts it is

usual to follow the MSS. exactly. Throughout this book the sign "5 is alone

used ; it came into use much earlier than \>, and is found almost exclusively

in the best of the older MSS.

5. Stress.—The chief stress, or syllabic accent, usually falls

on the first syllable of Old English words : ex. hldford, lord.

Exceptions. (1) In derivative verbs, the principal stress

falls almost invariably on the root, not on the prefix : ex.

drlsan, to arise.

(2) In nouns and adjectives compounded with ge-, be- and

sometimes for-, the chief stress falls on the radical syllable, not on

the prefix ; but in the case of other prefixes, the stress falls on

the prefix : exs. gefira, companion ; behdt, promise ; but gndlean,

requital.

NOUNS.

6. Gender.—The modern English system of gender is un-

known to Old English, in which the names of things are masculine,

feminine or neuter. There are two ways which enable us to

determine the gender of many nouns.

( 1 ) By meaning. Names of males are masculine ; names of

females are feminine ; names of young creatures (because their

sex is less easily distinguishable) are neuter : exs. se cyning, the

king ; seo cwen, the queen ; ~6set cild, beam, the child. Excep-

tions : 3&t rvlf, the woman ; fteet meegden, the girl.

(2) By termination, (a) Nouns ending in -a, -a5, -els, -end,

-ere, -dom, -had, -scipe, -stafas, names of persons in -ing and -ling,

and compounds ending with a masculine word, are masculine.

(b) Nouns ending in -estre, -ri£S, -rxden, -5 (except -«5), -ung {-ing),

and compounds ending with a feminine word, are feminine.

(c) Nouns ending in -em, -rice, -lac, and compounds ending with

a neuter word, are neuter.
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7. Cases.—Old English has the following cases: Nominative,

Accusative, Genitive, Dative, Instrumental. The Nominative

Berves also as a Vocative. The Instrumental in nouns never

differs in form from the Dative, and it is therefore omitted in

the noun paradigms.

8. Strong and Weak.—Every noun in Old English belongs

to either the strong or the weak declension ; a few have both

strong and weak forms : us, mown, monna, man. (On the other

hand, almost all adjectives may be declined both strong and

weak : see g 41.)

A glance at the paradigms will show that it is easy to

distinguish weak nouns and adjectives from strong, except in

the nom. sing, and dat. plural. All weak nouns end in a vowel

in the nom. sing.

:

(1) All nouns ending in -a are weak masculines.

(2) Weak ferns, and neuters end in -e, all but a few short-

stemmed ferns, in -u. But by no means all nouns ending in -e or

-u are weak.

9. Loss of final e andu.—The simple practical rule is tliis

(great attention should be paid to it, for it covers a large number

of instances) : Final e (earlier i) and U are generally retained

after a short syllable, dropped after a loan xyllahle* . The applica-

tions of this rule are numerous and important.

(1) Original short i-stems retain final -e, while long stems

drop it : cp. wine, friend, spere, spear, with yiest, stranger, ben,

boon.

(2) The nom. sing, of fern, nouns and the nom. plur.

of neuter nouns of the ordinary declension retain final

-u after a short syllable, drop it after a long syllable. Cp.

yiefu, gift, with sprsec, speech ; and scipu, ships, with hus, houses.

Cp. also the modern plurals deer, sheep, swine.

1 A syllable is long if it has a long vowel or if it ends in two
consonants.
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(3) Exactly the same rule applies to the fern. sing,

and neuter plural of adjs. : cp. fern. sing, and neut. pi. tilu,

useful, with god, good.

(4) The same rule applies to disyllabic nouns and

adjs. : -u is generally retained after a short second (or

even third) syllable. Exs. : rice, realm, pi. rlcu ; heafod, head,

pi. heaf(o)du
;
grene, green, fern. sing, and neut. pi. grenu ; siiSele,

noble, eeftelu.

Exceptions, (a) After tioo short syllables there is a good deal of

irregularity. Thus firen (fem.), crime, has no final u; the fem. sing, and

neut. pi. of micel, great, and monig, many, are micel, vignig, but also mic(e)lu,

mgnigu; the pis. of mmgen and wszter are m&genu, icmt(e)ru.

(b) Late West Saxon texts not only break the rules of this and the next

section, but show almost every possible grammatical irregularity. For this

reason only the more frequent and important variations of Late West Saxon

from Early West Saxon will be noticed in this book.

10. Loss of middle vowels.—Some disyllabic nouns and

adjectives with a short second syllable, such as etSel, native land,

deofol, devil, 5<Ser, second, syncopate the middle vowel in inflection

according to the following

Rule : When a termination beginning with a vowel is

added to a disyllable, whose first syllable is long and

second syllable short, the vowel of the second syllable is

usually dropped. Thus :

eftel, native land, long + short, gen. eoTes, not etieles.

Ijjtel, little, long + short, gen. lytles, not If/teles,

heofon, heaven, short + short, gen. heofones, not heofnes.

Vixrfeest, autumn, long + long, gen. heerfxstes, not hxrfstes.

N.B. It is obvious that the above rule cannot apply when

the Sectional syllable begins with a consonant. Thus we have

ace. masc. sing, ofterne, gen. pi. lytelra.

Exceptions, (a) Micel, great, yfel, evil (both short + short), synco-

pate the middle vowel in inflection: thus, gen. micles, yfles, dat. miclum,

pi. yf(e)lu (see below).
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(b) When the above rule and that given in § 9. 4 both apply to the

same word, the above rule may or may not be observed : thus we find nom.

pis. )u~at\i>)du, deoflu, earfcfiSu, bismru, id(c)lu (neut.).

11. Intrusive vowels.—Old English words ending in

consonant + vocalic liquid or nasal often introduced a vowel before

the liquid or nasal, making the latter into a distinct syllable,

as in/ugol, bird (Gothic fugls). This intrusive vowel was usually

e when the preceding vowel was palatal, most often o when the

preceding vowel was guttural J
: exs. xcer, field ; beacen, beacon

;

dtor, poison. These words for the most part conform to the

rule laid down in £ 10 : thus we have gen. wintres from winter

(long + short), but fsegeres ivom fseger (short + short).

Exception : fugol, bird, gen. fugles, pi. fuglas.

In the following words the second vowel is intrusive :

seppel, apple tac(e)n, token fodor, fodder

tempel, temple wsep(e)n, weapon hlutor, pure

maoum, treasure ceaster, city hungor, hunger

beacen, beacon cluster, prison wundor, marvel

fac(e)n, treacher// finger, finger etc.

12. Variation of middle vowels.—The o or u of the

second syllable of a word tends to become e whenever a third

(flexional) syllable containing a guttural vowel is added. This

law is well illustrated by the declension of such a noun as heofon:

Sing. Nam. hrofoti Gen. heqfones Bat. lieofone

l'luc. heofenas heo/ena heofenum.

Similarly we find stafiol, pillar, gen. staftoles ; but pi. statSelas,

and the verb sta$elian(i < 5), to found. Cp. also the past sing.

locode with the past pi. locedon.

The explanation of this change is to be sought partly in the weakening

of the stress on the second syllable, partly in a tendency to alternate palatal

and guttural vowels which has been called " secondary gradation.''

1 a, o, u are guttural vowels, all others are palatal.

w. 2
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13. Loss of consonants.

(1) Loss of medial h. When a final h becomes medial in

inflection it is dropped.

(a) If between liquid and vowel, there is compensatory

lengthening of the preceding vowel : exs. mearh, horse, gen.

meares, pi. mearas : holh, hole, gen. holes, &c. ; cp. feolan,

penetrate, < *feolhan.

(b) If between vowel and vowel, contraction (see § 154)

results : ex. scoh, shoe, pi. scos ; eoh, horse, gen. eos.

(2) Simplification of filial double consonant. The simpli-

fication of a double final consonant is usual in Old English,

whether the geminate was original or arose from earlier con-

sonant + j \ Yet the etymological spelling is also not infrequent.

Thus we have

:

(a) in the ordinary masc. declension (§ 16),

Nom. Gen. PI.

weal(l), wall wealles weallas, etc.

dyn(n), din dynnes dynnas

(6) in the ordinary neuter declension (§ 20),

ful(l), cup fulles ful(l)

cyn(n), race cynnes cyn(n)

(c) in the ordinary fern, declension (§ 26),

heal(l), hall healle healla,-e

b§n(n), wound benne benna,-e

and similarly

hen(n), hen sib(b), kinship

nyt(t), profit syn(n), sin.

(d) The same thing is seen in adjs. (§ 43), in the imperative

sing, of verbs (e.g. gecier from gecierran), and elsewhere.

Exception. Final eg ( = gg) is never simplified : se.cg, man; hrycg, back.

1 Double consonant < consonant +j can usually be known by the pre-

ceding mutated vowel. In West Germanic, every consonant {except r) doubled

before j after a short rowel (see § 168).
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14. Endings.—The following table gives the commonest
endings in the declensions of strong masc, fern., and neuter

nouns respectively

:

Masc. Neut.

Singular.

A

Gi n.

bat.

y. Ace. as

es

e

Fern.

(u)

e

e

e

a(e)

Gen.

bat.

N( >tes. (1) The gen. pi. of strong nouns invariably ends in -a (rarely

of weak nouns in -ena ; of all adjs. in -ra.

(2) The dat. pi. of all nouns and adjs. ends in -urn (other forms of
which are -un, -on, -an).

15. Declensions.—The declensions of OE. nouns are ar-

ranged as follows for the sake of simplicity and convenience

:

I. Strong Nouns :

Ordinary Declension :

Minor Declensions

1. Masculines.

2. Neuters.

3. Feminines.

(i) JF-stems.

(ii) J-stems.

(iii) I-stems.

4. c7-stems.

5. ^-sterns.

6. Wb-stems.

7. Other stems.

II. Weak Nouns.

2—2
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DECLENSIONS.

I. STRONG NOUNS.

ORDINARY DECLENSION 1.— 1. MASCULINES.

16. Primary paradigms : stdn, stone ; hierde, (shep)herd.

N. Ace.
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(3) Sx (Gothic saiivs), sea, is both masc. and fern.

:

Singular. Plural.

N. Ace. sje sa>s, sjb

Cfen. sais, sis, saiwe ssewa

Dat. see, sajwe sa3(u)m, saiwum

17. Secondary Paradigm. Deeg, day, returns to the

original root-vowel in the plural (as explained in Part II., § 100).

N. Ace.

Gen.

Dat.

Sing.

dees

tesl

dagum

Notes. (1) In the same way are declined

hwjel, whale paeS, path

stsef, staff

(2) 3fxg, kinsman, with a long vowel, is similarly declined (see

§ 105), but the vowel of the singular sometimes invades the plural

:
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19. Secondary Paradigm. Mearh, horse (see § 13)

:

Sing. Plural.

N. Ace. mearh mearas

Gen. meares meara

Dat. meare mearum

Decline in the same way fearh, swine ; seolh, seal ; Wealh,

Welshman, foreigner.

ORDINARY DECLENSION.— 2. NEUTERS.

20. Primary paradigms:

(a) Long monosyllable : word, word.

(6)
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(4) The declension of geat
,
gate, is

Sing Plural.

X. Ace. goat (§ 143) gatu (§ 100)

Gen. geates gata

Dat. geate gatum

But we also find plural geatu, geata, geatum, where the vowel of the singular

has been extended to the plural.

21. Secondary paradigm : /set, vessel.
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—
25

23. Secondary paradigms : feorh, life; y«oA, money.

Singular

.

feoh

)
feos(§13)

feo

y. Ace.
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(1) Here belong di'gor. day; hrf/Ser, cattle; salor, hall; sigor, victory;

icildor, wild beast. For the most part they follow the ordinary declension,

but occasionally an uninflected dat. sing, is met with, d<~gor, sigor. Plurals

are dogor, hrifSeru, urildru, etc. Forms without r are also found; sml as well

as salor, sige and rigor (this word has become masculine).

(2) The words leg, egg, cealf, calf, and lomb, lamb, are declined alike;

cild, child, differs somewhat.

Singular.

N. Ace.
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Notes. (1) Gi(e)fu is a short <7-stem (corresponding to Latin and Greek

a-declension), stuiv is a long wd-stem (see § 31). All long i7-stems, such as

dr, honour, lar, lore, glof, glove, wund, wound, and long j(7-stems (see § 33),

such as gierd, rod, yard, wylf, she-wolf, are declined like stow. (Note the

mutated root-vowels of the jd-stems.
)

(2) The gen. pi. in -ena was imported from the weak declension and is

found only in the later texts. It is very rarely added to long stems, never to

ja- or ?<;a-stems.

(3) In the sing, of short stems with root-vowel a (especially when

followed by c), the a alternates with as (see § 100) : examples,

sacu, strife ace. gen. dat. sace, saece

wracu, vengeance wrace, wrsece

(4) Final -o as a variant for -m is so common (see § 20. 3, etc.) that it

will be omitted, for the sake of simplification, in some future paradigms.

27. Secondary paradigms: sawol, soul; firen, crime:

to illustrate the syncopation in the first (long + short) and the

absence of syncopation in the second (short + short), according to

§10.

Singular.

Nom.
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In the same way ;ire declined all fern, abstracts in -ung ; but

those in -ing do not take -a in the singular, and so conform to

the ordinary declension.

29. Secondary paradigm : 8frgng/6(u), strength.

Singular Plural

Nbm, strgngo", strengou strgngSa, -e, strengSu

Ace. strgngoe, strengou „ „ „

Gen. „ „ strengSa

Dat. „ „ strgngo'um

Two classes of feminine abstracts belong here.

(a) Nouns such as

ha;l(u), health mgn(i)gu, multitude

ieldu, age strgngu, strength,

which were originally of the weak declension (Z-stems), borrowed

the -u of the nom. sing, from the ordinary fern, declension, then

extended it to other cases, and finally conformed to the ordinary

declension.

(b) Nouns ending in -3(m) and -t(u) (earlier -tiSu), such as

hlehS(u), height ofermettu, arrogance

sjielS, happiness giemeliest, neglect,

belonged from the first to the ordinary declension, but later

imitated the uninflected declension of the first class.

Notes. (1) In (a) the sing, is usually indeclinable and plurals are rare.

(2) In (b) the ordinary fem. declension is more often followed, and

plurals are more common, than in (a).

(3) In both classes there has been i-mutation of root-vowels.

(4) For -m final, -o is frequent.

(5) The uninflected string's, as well as 8tr$ng$u, is found in the accus.

sing., but not in EWS.
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30.
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(ii) /-Stems.

33. Paradigms :

(a) Masc. : h?re, army ;
secg, man.

(b) Neuter : rice, realm
;
faesten, stronghold.

(c) Fern. : hcdignes, holiness, sanctuary.

Masc.

Singular.

§33

If. Ace.

Gen.

Dat.

here

h§r(i)(g)es

her(i)(g)e

secg

sgeges

sgege

N. Ace.

Gen.

Dat.

Plural.

h§r(i)(g)(e)as
1

her(i)g(e)a

hgr(i)gum

sgcg(e)as

sgcg(e)a

sgcg(i)um

Neut. Fern.
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Notes. (1) Decline

like sgcg like rice

lnycg, back stycce, piece

wecg, wedge gefylce, troop

lsece, leech gemierce, boundary

mece, sword

(2) The gemination in the oblique cases of fasten and

halignes is found in all polysyllables (including disyllables)

ending in -es (-is), -et, such as lleget, lightning ; in numerous

fem. and neut. derivatives in -en, such as xfen (masc. and neut.),

. , ening, reeden (fern.), arrangement, and all compounds of -reeden
;

in cgndel (fem.), candle; and in dat. infinitives or gerunds,

e.g. to beranne, -enne, to bear.

(3) The above paradigms are grouped together because each of them

shows some sign of the original,;' of the stem, (a) In he.re, g, ig, ige represent

earlier j ;
(b) in se.cg, the doubled consonant (cg = gg) after a short vowel

represents earlier consonant +j (gg<gj), and the mutation of the root-vowel

was caused (and in hq,re) by the j ; (c) in rice and se.cg, the palatalisation of

the original guttural of the stem, denoted by the intrusive e, i, is due to the

original j; (d) in fasten and halignes, the doubling of the final consonant in

the oblique cases is due to the same cause (see § 13).

(4) J-stems presenting no peculiarity of inflection have already been

declined in §§ 16, 20, 26.

(5) Mete, meat and hyse, youth, have passed over in the plural from the

/-stems to the j-stems, as is seen by the doubled consonant: pi. metta.s,

metta, mettum ; hyssas (as well as hysas).

(iii) /-Stems.

34. Paradigms

:

(a) Masc. : wbce, friend
;
£ngle, Angles, English.

(b) Fem. : deed, deed.
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N. Ace.
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aeht, property hyd, hide tld, hour

bgnc, bench lyft, atmosphere wen, expectation

bysen, example miht, ?»i#/t£ wist, /ood

cwen, woman nled, ?*eec/ vryn(n), joy

est, favour scy\d, guilt wyrd, fate

fierd, army sped, success wyrt, roo<

and a few less common words.

(6) The intrusive vowel, to which attention was called in § 33. (1) as

marking the palatalisation of the preceding g or c, is frequently found after

those letters in all stems, verbal and adjectival as well as nominal, which

originally ended in i or j. Thus, among i-stems, for me,n(i)gu we find

m&iig(e)o, and the plural of wle,ncu, pride, is nom. gen. wle,nc(e)a, dat.

wle,nc(i)um. Of the i-stems declined like wine, those whose root ends in g

or c sometimes have e or i before a guttural vowel : bygeas, curves, stygeas,

strokes, etc. ; while among long j-stems, which have otherwise passed over

to the ordinary declension, we find

gl<mg(e)as, gen. gle,ng(e)a, ornaments ste.ng(e)as, poles

stenc(e)as, stenches str§ng(e)as, strings

wr§nc(e)as, dat. wr§nc(i)um, wrenches.

(7) The only i-stems which have not a mutated root-vowel are Seaxe,

leode, gesceaft, creation, gefteaht, thought, and one or two more. Seaxe was

originally of the weak declension; hence the gen. pi. Seaxna, which has been

imitated by Mierce, Miercna.

(8) Worirfd (fem.), world, has passed over to the i- from the u-declension,

of which however it sometimes retains the dat. sing, in -a, worulda.

35. The great majority of OE. nouns belong to the fore-

going ordinary declensions. In the following minor and weak

declensions, lists or other indications will be given (as has been

done already in the case of w-stems, J-stems and i-stems) of the

nouns that follow those declensions, so that in what has often been

regarded as the difficult problem :
" To what declension does a

noun belong
1?" the student has only to master the lists and

criteria given in the various sections and then to follow this

rule : Ascertain the gender of the noun ; apart from any indica-

tion to the contrary, it vnll folloio the ordinary declension for that

gender.

w. 3
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MINOR DECLENSIONS.

27-Stems.

36. Paradigms

:

(a) Short stem : sunu (ni.), son.

(b) Long stem : hand (f.), hand.

Singular.

i\T. Ace.
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5. A'-Stems.

37. Here belong only five names of relatives ending in -r :

feeder, father, modor, mother, brodor, brother, sweostor, sister,

dohtor, daughter.

Singular.

N. Ace. faeder modor broGor

Gen. feeder, -(e)res modor brdSor

Dat. fseder meder breoer

Plural.

X. Ace. f?ed(e)ras modor, modru, -a broGor, broGru

Gen. faed(e)ra modra broGra

Dat. faed(e)rum modrum broGrum

Singular.

N. Ace.
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6. ND-Stems.

38,39

38. Paradigms : freond, friend ; agend, owner.

Singular.

N. Ace.
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and several others; also a few short-stemmed feminines in -u,

such as

peru, pear Srotu, throat

spadu, spade wucu, week.

(3) Like eage is declined only eare, ear.

(4) The endings -on for -an, and -ona, -ana for -ena, are not uncommon.

The e of the gen. pi. may be syncopated in tiing{e)na, ear(e)na, and in names

of peoples after a long root-syllable : Frgncna, Lqngbeardna, etc.

(5) Of common gender are

cuma, guest gemajcca, mate

gebe.dda, bedfelloiv gere,sta, spouse

Eastron, Easter (fem. pi.), is usually indeclinable.

ADJECTIVES.

41. Nearly all OE. adjectives (including participles) have

both a Strong (Indefinite) and a Weak (Definite) form : strong

god, weak goda, which follow the strong and the weak declension

respectively.

The weak form of the adjective is used

(a) after the definite article and demonstrative adjs.

;

(6) after a possessive adj.;

(c) in the vocative

;

(d) frequently in poetry where the strong form would be

used in prose.

The following adjs. have only one form.

(a) Always strong : an, one, ofter, second, dgen, own, hwilc,

which, swilc, such, and the possessive adjs. min, 'Sin, uncer, incer,

tire, lower.

(b) Always weak: ana, alone, ilea, same; all ordinals

except S6er ; all comparatives ; hindema, hindmost. Superlatives

have both strong and weak forms ; but as they are usually

preceded by the definite article, strong forms are not common.
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STRONG DECLENSION.

42. Endings.—The strong and weak declensions of adjs.

were originally identical with those of strong and weak nouns,

but the strong declension has, in several cases, assimilated to

the pronominal declension. This will be seen by the following

scheme of terminations, in which the distinctively pronominal

endings are printed in black type, the others in italic.

Nom.
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(e) Long-stemmed (therefore uninflected) neut. pis. sometimes borrow

the -e of the masc. pi. even in EWS. : exs. ealle, Ignge.

(/) In LAYS, the assimilation of terminations becomes more marked:

-<> tends to become universal in the nom. pi. by replacing the -u of the short-

stemmed neuters and ousting the -a of the ferns. ; and, similarly, the nom.

sing, attains one form for all genders by the dropping of the -it of short-

stemmed fems.

43. Primary paradigms

:

(a) Long monosyllable : god, good.

(6) Short monosyllable : til, useful.

(c)
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(3) Final -U (see § 9). The almost universal rule for adjs.

is, that final -n is retained except in long monosyllables and in

disyllables of two short syllables (short + short). Even where in

the pi. of neuter nouns it would be dropped, viz. after long + long,

it is retained in adjs., e.g. menniscu. Accordingly we find fern.

sing, and neut. pi. ld(e)hi, dg(e)nu, o<5(e)ru, eow(e)ru ; but

h^fig, micel, mQnig (short + short).

Later, however, this distinction was lost and each class borrowed the

forms of the other, so that we find on the one hand fem. sing, and neut. pi.

tigen, Sower, Mlig, lytel, and on the other miclu, monegu.

(4) Syncope. The rule laid down in § 10 holds good, i.e.

syncope of the e, i, o, of the suffixes, -el, -ol, -er, -or, -ig, before a

termination beginning with a vowel, is normal after a long root-

syllable, exceptional after a short. Exceptions are not numerous.

Micel always syncopates; yfel more often than not; adjs. of

material in -en, such as gyldeu, golden, never (cp. § 22. 2).

(5) It will be seen that the four primary paradigms are

practically identical, except as regards final -u and syncope.

Rules (3) and (4) just given afford sufficient help for the settle-

ment of these two questions in EWS., and when they are

settled, any OE. adj. can be declined by means of the table of

endings alone (§ 42).

(6) Slight liberties are sometimes taken with strictly grammatical forms

in order to render them easier of pronunciation. Thus if two ns come together

after another consonant in the ace. masc. sing., the second n is apt to be

dropped

:

Nom. Ace. Masc. Sing.

faecne, treacherous feecne

Isernt iron_ Isern(n)e

suSerne, southern suSerne

Again, a final -ne, -re, is apt to become -en, -er, before a termination

beginning with a consonant: frecne, dangerous, ace. masc. sing. frec(en)ne ;

gifre, greedy, gen. pi. glferra.

(7) Two masc. pi. forms, mqnega and feawa (few), are found with

occasional -a for -e, apparently borrowed iromfela (indecl.), many.

(8) The pi. adj./eawe (-a),fea, few, has d&t. feawum, fea(u)m.
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(2) An intrusive o, u, e, is frequently found between r and w : gearowes,

gearuwe, gearewum. Occasional forms are gearre, gearra, for gearore, gearora.

46.
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Notes. (1) Variants. It will be seen that the weak declensions of

adjs. and nouns are identical, except in the gen. pi., where weak adjs. usually

borrow the strong ending -ra. In the dat. pi. -an for -um is frequent. In

all cases ending in -an, an occasional -on is found.

(2) Syncopated and unsyncopated forms frequently alternate. Syncope is

more often admissible than in the strong declension: e.g. adjs. of material

in -en may syncopate their weak forms, as in dat. pi. gyldnum.

(3) H-stems contract, etc., much as in the strong declension:

Strong. Weak.

heah, high hea, hean, etc.

woh, crooked wu, won, wona, etc.

"Sweorh, perverse 'Sweora, -e, etc.

DECLENSION OF PARTICIPLES.

48. Present participles terminate in -ende, with the

exception of those of contracted and some anomalous verbs, which

end in -nde : dgende, drincende, giefende, wesende ; teonde, sleande,

fonde, beonde, gande. They are declined both strong and weak.

The strong declension is identical with that of grene (like grene,

the pres. part, is ajo-stem).

Paradigm : sclnende, shining.
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Notes. (1) When used predicatively, uninflected forms are

not infrequent, e.g. sc'mende for sclnendne, ace. masc. sing.

(2) The weak declension follows that of gbda (§ 47) :

»ctn< nda, -e, -e.

49. Past participles of strong verbs terminate in -en, of

weak verbs in -(e)d, -t, -od. They are declined like ordinary

adjectives, both strong and weak.

Final -U is irregular. It is more frequent after long roots

than after short : neut. pis. gefgngnu, gereafodu ;
getrymedu.

Past parts, in the predicate (i.e. when not used attributively)

rarely take -u ; indeed fern, and neut. pis. in that position usually

take the masc. ending -e.

Syncope of e, in -en, -ed, before a vowel, is avoided after

short root-syllables. After long root-syllables syncope is optional

;

but it is frequent in the weak declension, and in past parts, in

-ed, both strong and weak forms, it is the rule : pis. gecorene,

gebund(e)ne, gefgng{e)ne, aworpnan, genemn{e)de, bedside, oQfseste.

Syncope of the o in -od does not take place.

COMPARISON.

I. Adjectives.

50. The comparative of OE. adjs. is formed by adding -ra

(earlier -ora) to the positive, and the superlative by adding -ost(a).

Final -e is dropped before these endings.

Pos.
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Adjectives with root-vowel as retain the original a (see § 100)

before the guttural vowel of the superlative ending :

Pos.

glsed, glad

hwset, active

smsel, small

Compar.

glsedra

hwajtra

smselra

Superl.

gladost(a)

hwatost(a)

smalost(a) + sni8elst(a)

There is a second mode of comparison, in which the prehistoric

endings -ira, -ist (OE. -ra, -est), caused i-mutation of the root-

vowel. This mode was followed by a comparatively small

number of OE. adjectives :

brad, broad

eald, old

ea5e, easy

feorr, far
\ -—

—

geong, young

great, great

heah, high

long, long

neah, near

sceort, short

briedra (bradra)

ieldra

leSra

fierra

giengra

grietra

hler(r)a (hlehra, heahra)

lgngra

near(r)a

sciertra

strong, strong strgngra

(bradost(a))

ieldest(a)

ie3est(a)

fierrest(a)

giengest(a)

grletest(a)

hiehst(a) (heahst(a))

l§ngest(a)

nlehst(a)

sciertest(a)

strgngest(a)

Notes. (1) All comparatives are declined weak ; the strong

form in -or is used for comparative adverbs. Superlatives have

both strong and weak forms, -ost, -est, -osta, -esta; but the weak

form, being used after all demonstratives, is by far the commoner;

inflected strong forms are very rare.

(2) Mutated superlatives (above) end in -est, the rest in -ost; but the

former sometimes take -ost, and the latter -est, especially before a guttural

vowel : fsegresttim. For -ost are found -ast, -ust : xftelast, wisust.

(3) The gen. pi. of comparatives usually ends in -ena, but there also

occur such (strong) gen. pis. as gearra for gearrena, uter(r)a, uttra, for

uterrena.
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51. Irregular Comparison.

(a) Four adjs. have comparatives and superlatives with a

different root from that of the positive :

Pos.

god, yood

yfel, bad, evil

micel, great

lytel, Utile

Compar.

fbet(e)ra

(selra, sella

Superl.

bgt(e)st

selest

wierrest, wiersta

miist
v

lses(es)t

(b) From the adv. ier, before, are formed the comparative

and superlative adjectives ier(r)a, ierest.

(c) Superlatives in -mest. The superl. suffix -ma is found

only in forum, first, hindema, hindmost ; but combined with the

further suffix -est, it is seen in a number of superlatives, which

are etymologically double superlatives. They are mostly without

corresponding positive adjs. The comparative usually ends

in -erra.

Pos.
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II. Adverbs.

52. As a rule, only adverbs formed from adjectives can be

compared. The comparative is formed by adding -or, the super-

lative by adding -ost, to the positive adv., after cutting off final

-e. Thus the strong forms of comparative and superlative adjs.

are used as compar. and superl. advs.

Pos. Compar. Superl.

hearde, hara\ heardor heardost

deope, deeply deopor deopost

feeste, fast fcestor faestost

gear(w)e, well gear(w)or gear(w)ost

The comparative in -or is never used as an adjective.

53. Irregular Comparison.

(a) It will have been noticed that the place of the positive

of most of the words compared in § 51 was supplied by an adverb.

Several of these advs. have compars. in -or—norfior, siifior, fitrtior,

ufor, nifior, innor, iitor—and the superl. adjs. are equally used as

advs.

(b) The following have monosyllabic comparatives, almost

all with mutated root-vowels

:

yfle, iU___ wiers wierrest

lyt(el), little lses lsest

micle, much \ ma, mse insist

feorr, far fierr nerrest

neah, nigh near, nyr Mehst

air, before ser, sercr serost, Sr(e)st

sl5, late sI5, slgpr si3(e)mest, slSest

lQnge, long ^ leng l§ngest

eaSe, easily Je<L— eaSost

softe, softly seft softest
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NUMERALS.

54. The OE. numerals are as follows
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With this cp. the declension of beffen, both :

Masc. Neut. Fern.

.\*. Ace. l>0gen bu ba

beg(r)a

Out. bsem, bam

NoTB. (3) Here there is some tendency to confusion of genders.

The fern, form two, is used for the neuter. Ba and two, are often

conjoined, and then ba twa is masc. and fern., and bu tu (also in one

word) neuter.

(c) Drie, three.

.V. Ace Brie Sreo <NrOo

ftreora

Dak Brim

('/) 4 to 19 are indeclinable when used as adjs. (i.e. with a

noun) ; they are declined like Jjjngle (§ 34), -a, -um, when used

absolutely. Exs.

:

feowera sum, one offour, i.e. with three others
;

Sara twglf heahfaedera, of the twelve patriarclis.

(e) 20 to 120 (multiples of ten only) were originally neuter

nouns governing a gen., but are also used as adjs. They are

sometimes uninflected, sometimes have a gen. in -es, but most

commonly have gen. in -ra, -a, dat. in -um. Exs. :

hundseofontig mlla, 70 miles
;

eahta pnd feowertiges elna long, 48 ells long

;

sefter Sritigra daga faece, after the space of 30 days
;

aefter siextegum daga, after 60 days

;

Oritigum nihtum sier, 30 days befwe.

(f) Hund, hundred, is usually uninflected, but in EW.S.

has a dat. (- dat. pi.) in -e ; in either case it usually governs a gen.

:

fiftiene hund oTisend nn.nna, 1,500,000 men
;

mid feower hunde scipa, with 400 ships.
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(g) Dusend, thousand, has the inflections of a neuter noun,

gen. Siisendes, pi. ftiisend, -u, -o, gen. -a (-ra), dat. -um ; it is also

uninflected

:

fela Susenda (gen. pi.) ofsla^genra, many thousands of slain
;

ousend monna bigleofa, the food of a thousand men.

(h) In compound numbers, both cardinal and ordinal,

the smaller numerals remain uninflected :

Sara twa ynd twentigra monna, of those twenty-two men

;

feower hunde wintrum & feower & siextigum (dat.), 464 years
;

on Saim an ond SrltigoSan psalme, in the Slst psalm
;

but exceptionally (possibly by attraction)

:

on Siem twajm <jnd on feowerteogSan geare, in the 12nd year.

PRONOUNS AND ADJECTIVE-PRONOUNS.

I. PERSONAL \

56. First Person, ic, I ; Second Person, ow, thou.

Nom.
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Third Person, he (m.), he, it; heo (f.), she, it; hit (n.), it.
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III. POSSESSIVE (Adjectives).

58. The genitive cases of the personal prons. are used as

possessive adjs. : mm, Sin, uncer, incer, ure (user), eower,

are fully inflected according to the strong declension ; his,

hiere, hiera, are indeclinable, and may therefore be parsed, at

will, as indeclinable poss. adjs., or as personal prons. in the gen.

case.

Paradigm: ure, our
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IV. DEMONSTRATIVE.

59.
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V. RELATIVE.

60. The place of a relative pronoun, which OE. lacks, is

supplied in four ways :

(a) By the demonstrative se, seo, <5xt, used as a relative of

the 3rd person. Ex. : an sestel, se biS on fiftegum mancessa, a

bookmark, ?vhich shall be worth fifty half-crowns.

(b) By se, seo, ftxt, immediately followed by the particle Se

:

se fie, seo Se, fteet Se ((Sxtte)—3rd person only. Ex. : suma bee, Sa

Se medbeSearfosta sien, some books, which may be most necessary.

Note. (1) If se etc., is separated from 'Se, it is to be regarded as the

antecedent, not as part of the relative ; we also find se (antec.)...se Se (rel.).

(c) By the particle Se alone

—

all persons. Ex. : wisdom Se

Se God sealde, wisdom which God gave thee.

(d) By the particle Se followed by a personal pronoun of any

person : Se ic, (I) who ; Se S*7 (thou) who ; Se hine, whom. Ex.

:

nis nu cwicra nan, 5e ic him modsefan minne durre asecgan, there

is now no one of the living to whom I dare unburden my heart.

Note. (2) Other words, as in the above ex., may intervene between Se

and the following personal pronoun, especially in the genitive of the 3rd

person: Se.../tis, Se...7»Vre, 'lSe...hiera, whose.

VI. INTERROGATIVE.

61.
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VII. INDEFINITE.

62. Hwa, hwset, someone, something, hwaeSer, one of two,

;ind hwilc (hwelc, hwylc), any(one), are used as indefinite

pronouns in interrogative and negative sentences. They may all

three be compounded with ^7-, ge-, and a + ge (<gi)> stg-, so that

we get the following scheme of indefinite pronouns :

hwa ".



GO INFLECTION. §§ 63, 64

VERBS.

63. OE. verbs are divided into two main classes, Strong and

Weak, and two minor classes, Past-Present and Anomalous.

They have four moods, infinitive, indicative, subjunctive, and

imperative (present); only two tenses, present and past (the'

pres. is often used as a future) ; two numbers and three persons
;

two participles, present (active) and past (passive). Theinfinitive

has a dative case governed by to which is often called the gerund .

The passive voice is simply made up of the verb wesan, beon, to

be, followed by a past part., and is therefore not treated of here 1
.

The principal parts of a verb are the infinitive, past

singular, past plural, and past participle. To these is often

added the 3rd sing, pres. indie! In weak verbs the past pi. is

omitted, because in them it is formed from the past sing. (See

§§ 67, 83.)

64. Strong Verbs and Weak Verbs.—Strong verbs may

be distinguished from weak verbs in several ways :

(a) By the formation of the past tense. Strong verbs

form their past tense by (gradation t>f the root-vowel, as in

ivritan, wrcit, write, wrote ; weak verbs by adding the termina-

tion -de (-te) to the root. This is the main distinction. There is

no gradation in weak verbs ; there are no past tenses in -de, -te,

in strong verbs.

(6) The past part, of strong verbs ends in -en, of weak verbs

in -d, -t.

Note. The past part, also is formed by gradation in strong verbs. But,

since Classes V, VI and VII have the same vowel in the past part, as in the

infin., this is a much less conclusive test of a strong past part, than the

ending.

(c) The roots of strong ^'jis fli
vp monosyllabic. All poly-

syllabic roots belong to the weak conjugation.

1 The only relic of pass, inflection is in the forms katte (sing.), button (pi.),

pres. and past of hatan, to be called.
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(tl) Strong verbs are original ; a word showing the same

tool aa a strong verb is derived from one of its stems. Weak

rerbs are derivativ e.

• (. ) 31 any strong verbs are i ntransitive ; most transitive verbs

are weak, and many have been formed from strong intrans. verbs :

Strong. Weak.

cp. cw^/rtWjjiie. and c/cellan, kill
;

licgarty lie „ lecgan, lay

;

stttan, sit ,,
s.juat, set

;

beornan, burn (intrans.) ,, baernan, burn (trans.).

(/) Weak verbs originally joined all present endings to the

root by means of j or i, and this j or i has remained in the

infins. in -ion (nerian, liifian), and has left traces in the mutation

of root-vowels (hleran) and in the doubled consonants (< con-

sonant -j) after a short root-vowel (frnnman). Nearly all weak

verbs in -an and a few in -ion have mutated root-vowels. No
^strong verbs (except those with weak presents) have infins.

in -ian, or mutated root-vowels, or doubled' consonants.

NB. A mutated root-vowel {% 3) therefore infallibly denotes

nk verb (or a " weak present," § 80).
-«•

(y) On the other hand, a mutated vowel in the 2nd and

3rd sing, pres., with an unmutated root-vowel in the infin., is a

mark of strong verbs (§ 68); weak verbs have the same vowel,

whether mutated or unmutated, in the infin. and in the 2nd and

3rd sing. pres.

(h) The following are characteristic of weak verbs (but not

<.f all weak verbs) : i, ig, ige before the endings -an, -anne, -aS^

-e, -en, -ena\± 2nd and J^rd—sing, pres. in -asL. afi ; imperative

sing, in -e or -a.

NI). Tests (/'), (</), (h) are useless for a dozen strong verbs

with weak presents, for which see § 80.

1 Doubled, not double. The strong verbs feallan, weallan, bonnan, etc.,

have original double consonants, not doubled before j.
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65. Endings.—For the sake of comparison a scheme of the

normal endings of strong and weak verbs respectively is here

given, but they will be better learnt in the paradigms of the verbs

themselves.
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I. STRONG VERBS.

66.
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(c) The original endings of the sing. pres. indie, were : 1st pers. -u, -o

;

"2nd pers. -is>-es; 3rd pers. -i5. Hence the j-rnutation of the root-vowel

(there can be no /-mutation of i) in the 2nd and 3rd sing. pres. indie, of

strong verbs (§ 68).

(d) The final -t of the 2nd pers. sing, is the emaciated remnant of $ft,

thou; a few forms ending in -sS are extant: rides + ftfi > ridesft> rldest.

Similarly, an epithetic -t has been added to the 2nd sing, past of weak verbs.

(e) Tbe past indie, pi. originally ended in -un; later texts often have -an.

(/) The subjunctive pi. pres. frequently ends in -an; in the past, later

texts often take over the -on of the indie.

(g) The usual ending of the dative iufin. or gerund is -anne, but -en(n)c

(§ 33) is not uncommon.

67. Principal Parts.—It will be seen from the paradigm

given in § 66 that, through the gradation of the root-vowel, the

strong verb rldan has at least three different stems : rid-, rdd,

rid-. The number of different stems in a strong verb is some-

times four, as in beod-an, bead, bud-on, bod-en ; ber-an, beer, bser-on,

bar-en. We say then that the OE. strong verb has four stems,

which are not necessarily different. These four stems are best

shown in the four principal parts: ( 1) infin., (2) past sing.,

(S)_past pi.. (4) past part., as seen in the examples just given.

Thus the importance of knowing the principal parts of a strong

verb is evident, because all the other parts are formed from them

by simply changing the endings as shown in the paradigm of

§66. The following scheme shows what parts are formed

from each of the principal parts

:

From

Infinitive

Past 1st and 3rd Sing.

*A Past Plur.

Past Part.

Are formed

All presentforms

None

All pastforms

Passive Voice only.

Tenses.

Pres. Indie.

Pres. Subj.

Imperative.

Pres. Part.

^ Past Indie.

2nd Sing.

Past Subi.
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2nd and 3rd Singular Present.

68. It will have been noticed that two forms, syncopated

and unsyncopated, of the 2nd and 3rd sing. pres. indie, were given

in the paradigm of ridan. Moreover, a verb with root-vowel i

whs purposely chosen because there would have been mutation of

almost any other vowel iu the above parts (as explained in §66c).

These two things then demand a little attention in forming the

2nd and 3rd sing, pres. of strong verbs : (i) Mutation of root-

vowel ; (ii) Syncope, and consequent changes.

(i) Mutation of root-vowel. Rule : Form the 2nd and

3rd sing. pres. indie, of strong verbs with mutated root-vowel,

according to the following scheme:

Original Vowel
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should be as clearly stated. Thus bire<$ can be traced step by

step from the Indo-Germanic form bhereti ; to say that it is

formed from the root of beran by the addition of -eS, with mutation

of the root-vowel, is certainly both inaccurate and misleading.

(2) Syncopated forms with mutated vowels, as above, are the rule in

EWS., although unsyncopated forms both with mutated and with unmutated

vowels are also found: hire's from beran, bf/ge'ft from bugan, weor'bYS from

u-eorSan.

(3) Unsyncopated forms without i-mutation are the rule in Anglian.

(ir)Z_Syncope, epc. The e of the endings -est, -eS, in

the~2ncl and 3rd sing. pres. indie, is regularly dropped in EWS.,

and the following changes take place in the consonants thus

brought together.

NB. These changes are not peculiar to strong verbs, but take

place also in weak verbs (Classes 1 and 2) when the specified con-

ditions are present.

Persons.

2nd, 3rd. (a) Double consonants are simplified : winn(e)st >

winst, tvinn(e)<S > wiriS
; fyll(e)st >fylst, /yll(e)^5 >fyV5.

2nd. (b) Before -st, d>t, and s, 5 and st are dropped :

find(e)st > fintst ; st§nd(e)st > stentst ; cies(e)st > ciest

;

wierU(e)st > wierst ; cwiQ(e)st > ctvist ; birst(e)st > birst.

3rd . (c) d_or t + S =0 jlfter a consonant. > ttjxv t after a

vowel : findjeys >Jtnt ; birst^e)^ biptfl (thus the 2nd

and 3rd sing, of stems ending hfst became identical)
;

fxst(e)ft >fsest ; bldjefi > bit(tyfgret(ep > gret(t) ; set(efi

> sett. Similarly S + 3 > 3 after a consonant, > 33 or 5

after a vowel : ?/?ier3(e)5 > wierS ; cwi5(e)3 > cwiS(5).

3rd. (d)

C

j + 3 usually
~>

^st,)but in early texts -s5 also

remains: forlies(e)t5 >forliest; wiex{e)6>wiext (x=h + s);

cles(e)6 > ciest (thus the 2nd and 3rd sing, of stems

ending in s became identical).

2nd, 3rd. (e) g sometimes > h before -st and -ft, but chiefly in later

texts: stig(e)st>stihst; lieg[e)%>lielt$.
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NB. The above rules are given here in order that the

succeeding sections on " gradal i< >n," with which they have properly

in.thing to do, may not be cumbered with them, and because they

could not be postponed till later. The student must pay due

attention to them, so that, when gradation has been mastered, he

may be in a position to conjugate in full every OE. strong verb.

One or two examples from each strong class are appended ("weak

presents " and contracted verbs are treated separately) ; the 2nd

and .'3rd sing. pres. of every verb mentioned in the following §§

should be written out in the same way.

Class
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GRADATION (Ablaut).

70. Strong verbs are conjugated principally by the use

of different stems in the same verb, these stems being related to

one another by the " gradation " of the root-vowel without other

change. Gradation in OE. then may be denned as a series of

relations between primary vowels by which alone the stems of a

strong verb are differentiated. There are seven classes of strong

verbs in OE., distinguished from one another by the graded

vowels of the four stems. The following table shows these vowels

in what may be called

GRADATION-ROWS.

Class
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(cp. Lat. do, dedi
;
Gk. Si'So^u, SeHwKa), in some verbs with, in

others without, gradation. Since the traces of the original re-

duplication are very few in OE., it is best for the present to rank

('lass VII. with the other gradation-classes, whilst retaining the

name " Reduplicating."

(2) It will be noticed that only in Classes II., Ilia., and

TV. are there four different stems; that in Classes L, TTIb., and

V. there are three different stems, and that in Classes VI. and

VIT. there are only tic<> different stems. Nevertheless, excluding

past parts, (which cannot be mistaken for any other part), no

pres. form of a strong verb has the same roof-vowel as any past

form <<f >h<- same verb.

(3) The importance of the gradation-rows just given can

hardly be exaggerated. They are most easily remembered by

learning the principal parts of the verb selected as the name of

each class (except in Class VII., in which the vowels of the

present are various)

:

Class
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71. How to tell the class of a strong verb.

In the gradation-rows as repeated below, the vowels printed

black are in themselves conclusive (irregularities apart) as to the

class of the verbs in which they are found, since they occur

nowhere else in strong verbs in the same parts 1
; as to those

printed in italic there is more or less uncertainty, which is

removed however by the hints given at the foot.

Past Sing. Past Plur. Past Part.Class
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CLASSES OF STRONG VERBS.

72. Class I ("Shine"). Gradation-row: I a i i.

A regular verb of this class is conjugated in full in § 66. The

following are among the commonest verbs of the class ; their

principal parts are not given here because the student is expected

to write them out for himself :

bidan, wait

bltan, bite

drifan, drive

.gewitan, depart

gripan, seize

Irregular.

scinan, shine

•slgan, sink

slltan, slit

stigan, ascend, descend

-swican, cease.

writan, write.

(a) The following verbs come under Verner's Law (see § 169),

and accordingly have d in place of 3 in the past plur. and past

part.:

Infill.
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73. Class II ("Creep"). Gradation-row: eo,u ea u o.

Paradigm : creopan, creap, crupon, cropen.

Sing. 1.

3.

Plur.

Sing.

Plur.

Present

creope

crlepst

criepS

creopaS

creope

creopen

Indicative.

Subjunctive.

Imperative.

Past

creap

crupe

creap

crupon

crupe

crupen

creop, creopao"

Infinitive.

creopan, dot. -anne

Participles.

creopende

Among the commoner verbs of this class are

gecropen

—^ beodan, command

breotan, break

cleofan, sever

dreogan, endure

fieog&n,fly

fleotan, float

geotan, pour

greotan, weep

hreowan, rue

leogan, lie

neotan, enjoy

sceotan, shoot

brucan, enjoy

bugan, bow

dufan, dive

lucan, lock

lutan, stoop

scufan, shove

slupan, glide

Note. Verbs with u in the present are otherwise perfectly

regular : bugan, beag, bugon, bogen.
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Irregular.

(a) The following come under Verner's Law (§ 1G9), with r

in place of s, and d in place of 5, in past plui\ and past part.

:

ui, choose ceas curon gecoren

dreosan,/a£Z dreas druron gedroren

forleosan, lose forleas forluron forloren

freosan, freeze freaa fruron gefroren

hreosan, fall hreas hruron gehroren

seooan, seethe seat) sudon gesoden

Whereas Verner's Law fails in

abreooan,/eu£ abroSen

(b) For the contracted verbs fleon, icon (draw), see § 81.

74. Class Ilia ("Help"). Gradation-row: e.eo ea u o.

Paradigm : helpan, healp, hulpon, holpen.

Present Past
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Anions the commoner verbs of this class are

:

belgan, be angry beorg&n, protect

delfan, dig ceorfan, carve

meltan, melt feohtan, fight

swelgan, swallow hweorfan, turn

swellan, swell meolcan, milk

sweltan, die steorfan, die_

weorpan, throw

Note. (1) The ea of the past sing, is a breaking of a,

and the eo of the pres. is a breaking of e. The reason why some

verbs have e and others eo in the present is, that e broke before I

only when followed by c or h (§ 138). i

Irregular.

(a) Under Verner's Law (§ 169) comes

weoroan, become wearS wurdon geworden

(b) For the verb feolan, penetrate, see § 81.

(c) In three verbs e > ie after palatal g (see § 143) :

gieldan, yield, pay geald

giellan, yell geal(l)

gielpan, boast gealp

(d) Two verbs have u in the pres.

murnan, mourn mearn

spurnan (spornan), spurn spearn

(e) Metathesis of r is seen in berstan < * brestan ' and fterscan

< *3i'escan ; hence the normal change of a to & (see § 100) in the

past sing, instead of breaking (§ 136).

berstan, burst bserst burston geborsten

b'erscan, thresh Sasrsc Surscon geSorscen

1 An asterisk before a word denotes that it is not extant in that form.

guidon
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(f) The root-vowel is not followed by consonants that produce

breaking (see $ 3) in

bregdan, brandish brsegd brugdon

stregdan, strew strsegd strugdon

with which may be remembered the anomalous

frignan, inquire foegn frugnon

gebrogden

gestrogden

gefrugnen

Notes. (2) All these verbs often drop g with compensatory lengthening

of the preceding vowel (see § 160), thus:

bredan (3rd sing, brltt) braid briidon gebroden

frinan [fran (Class I.)] frunon gefrunen

(3) Stregdan is also conjugated weak.

75. Class Illb ("Drink"). Gradation-row : i 9 u u.

Paradigm : drincan, drone, druncon, druncen.

Present Past
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Notes. (1) The Primitive Germanic gradation-row of Class III was

e a u u. The divergences from this of the English sub-classes "Help"
and "Drink" are due to changes which took place partly in Germanic and

partly in OE. (i) Germanic e > i before nasal + consonant : cp. drincan

and helpan. (ii) Germanic u > o in strong past parts., except before

nasal + consonant : cp. geholpen, gedruncen. (iii) OE. a>y before a nasal

(see § 149), and >ea (breaking) before r, I, h + consonant : cp. drqnc. healp.

(iv) See § 74, Note (1).

(2) Double consonants are usually simplified when final : swimman,

past sing. swqmfan), imperat. sing, sicim.

Irregular.

(a) Metathesis of r is seen in bi(e)rnan (beornan) <*brinnan

and i(e)rnan < rinnan (extant in torinnan).

bi(e)rnan (beornan), hum born, barn burnon geburnen

i(e)rnan, run orn, am urnon geurnen

(b) Findan has quasi-weak past sing, funds as well asfond.

- (c) For bringan see § 90, and for -ftungon, -ftungen, § 80, N. 6.

76.
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The only important verbs of this class are

brecan, break helan, conceal

cwelan, di& stelan, steal

77

teran, tear

Irregular.

(a) Scieran, shear, cut, has diphthongised the vowels of the

first three parts, e > ie, ee, > ea, &> ea, under the influence of

palatal sc (see § 143) ; but saw, scseron, are also found in poetry :

Bcieran scear (scser) scearon (scseron) gescoren

(b) Especially important are

cuman, come c(w)om c(w)umon (ge)cumen (cymen)

niman, take nom (nam) noinon (namon) genumen.

Note. The 6 of the past sing, is borrowed from the past plur., perhaps

on the analogy of Class VI. For the other vowels see §§ 146, 148.

77. Class V ("Tread"). Gradation-row: e se ae e.

Paradigm : tredan, tried, trtedon, treden.

Present Past
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The only important verbs of this class are

drepan, strike sprecan, speak

metan, mete, measure wegan, carry

wrecan, avenge

Irregular.

(a) Under Verner's Law (§ 169) come

cweSan, say cwseS
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Imperative.

far, faraS

Infinitive.

faran, dat. -anne

Participles.

farende gefaren

The more important verbs of this class are

bacan, bake galan, sing hladan, lade

dragan, drag grafan, dig sacan, quarrel

Irregular.

(a) Diphthongisation after palatal sc (§ 144) is frequent in

sc(e)acan, shake scoc, sceoc scocon, sceocon gesc(e)acen

(b) The weak verb weecnan supplies the place of the lost pres.

*wacan

:

[wgecnan], awake woe wocon

(c) In two verbs a > q before n (§ 149)

:

spynan, allure spun sponon gesponen

styndan, stand stud stodon gestynden

Note. The later past of spgnan is speon, Class VII., to which class

weaxan (<*wahsan), grow, went over entirely.

(d) In several past parts, of this class mutated and un-

mutated forms alternate (see § 121) :

fseren + faren slggen, slsegen + slagen lg gQ
grsefen + grafen Swggen, Gwsegen + SwogenJ

hlseden + hladen hsefen + hafen
"I q gj
.}•ssecen + sacen segpen + sceape

(e) For the weak presents hebban, hliehhan, scgSSan,

scieppan, staeppan, swerian, and for the contracted verbs Jlean,

lean, slean, ftwean, see §§ 80, 81.
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79. Class VII (Reduplicating).

Injin. and Past Part. Past

Stem-vowels : a, se, ea, ea, <j>, o eo, e.

Paradigms : feallan, feoll, feollon, feallen.

Isetan, let, leton, lseten.

Present Past
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I. Past tense in co.

(i) blawan, blcno mawan, mow

cnawan, knoir sawan, sotv

crawan, croiv swapan, sweep

orawan, throw

(ii) fealdan,/oW wealcan, roU

feallan, fall wealdan, wield

healdan, hold weallan, well

weaxan, grow

(iii) beatan, beat heawan, hew

hleapan, leap

(iv) bynnan, summon sponnan, join

(v) blotan, sacrifice hwopan, threaten

blowan, bloom rowan, row

flowan, flow spowan, succeed

growan, grow swogan, sound, swoon

II. Past tense in <?.

(vi) hatan, command, call lacan, play

scadan, divide

Note. (2) Besides scadan, seed, etc., we find sceadan, gesceaden, with

diphthongised vowel after palatal sc (§ 144), and an anomalous past scead.

(via) (on)drsedan, dread r«dan, counsel

lsetan, let slsepan, sleep

Note. (3) Three of these verbs have also weak forms

-drsedan and slsepan have the weak pasts -drsedde, slsepte, as well

as past part. -drxd(d); while rxdan, counsel, read, is always

weak in WS., except for one occurrence of the past part, rseden.

w. 6
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Irregular.

(a) Gongan, gpngan, go, has past tense geong (gang) and

ggngde, pp. gegqngen. In prose, only eode, the past tense of gan

(see § 96), is used.

(b) For the weak present wepan, and the contracted

verbs yon, hdn, see §§ 80, 81.

(c) Bfian, dwell, pp. gebun, supplies the place of its lost past tense from

the weak buian, bfide, gebud.

WEAK PRESENTS.

80. In Classes V., VI. and VII. there are a

otherwise strong, whose presents resemble those of

(i.e. were originally formed with j or i). They are

Past PI

baedon

ljegon

sseton

Saigon

hofon

hlOgon

scodon

scopon

stopon

sworon

Infin,
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Paradigms: biddan, licgan, hgbban, swerian, wepan.

88
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Notes. (1) Like licgan are conjugated the presents of

fricgan, licgan ; and like biddan the presents of all the other

verbs with double consonants.

(2) The principal parts, as given on p. 82, must be com-

mitted to memory, because of their great irregularity and the

uselessness of applying §§ 70, 71, to them.

(3) The irregularities of these verbs are all seen in their

principal parts: Otherwise, they are conjugated in the present

like regular weak verbs, and in the past like regular strong

verbs.

(4) These verbs may be recognised as having weak
presents in four ways, which will be best appreciated by

comparison with the tests for strong and for weak verbs in § 64 :

(i) They have mutated root-vowels throughout the present.

Strong presents have mutated vowels in the 2nd and 3rd sing,

only (§ 68).

(ii) In the majority of them the original vowels, the

mutated forms of which are seen in the present, are contained in

the past participles. Strong verbs of Classes V., VI., and VII.,

have the same vowels in the present and in the past participle.

(iii) The original j, which is to be traced in the doubled

consonants and in the i of sw^rian (see Note 5), is a mark of

weak presents.

(iv) The imperative sing, in -e (except in wepan) is peculiar

to weak verbs.

(5)
1 Besides their weak presents, these verbs show several other irregu-

larities. We often meet with the intrusive vowel, to which attention was

called in § 34 (6), in fricg(e)an, licg(e)an, fiicg(e)an, licgeaft, etc. Swerian

alternates with swer[i)g{e)an. It is possible that the past parts, fregen, frigen,

belong to the very irregular verb frignan of Class III. Hlogon and scddon

corne under Verner's Law. Besides scetfftan there is a strong infin. sceafian,

and besides scod a weak past secede. Diphthongisation after palatal sc is

seen in sceafian, gesceapen, sceod (x scod), and sceop (x scop). In scieppan,

1 If the student is puzzled by this note he will find full explanations in

Part II.
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this diphthongisation has been followed by mutation (see § 123). In hliehhan,

the same vowel has resulted from mutation of broken a. The vowel in fteah,

as in teeth (§ 80), is a breaking of original a. The o of sworcn (<:maren),

like that of Kioogen (§ 78), is due to the influence of the preceding 10.

The interchange of bb and / in hqhban is explained by the fact that bb in

OE. represents earlier fj. The doubled consonants (cg = gg) of the presents

stand for earlier consonant +j, and thus =the ri (=rj) of 8W$rian, r being

the only consonant that was not doubled after a short vowel through in-

fluence of following,;'.

CONTRACTED VERBS.

81. All strong verbs whose present stem originally ended

in h, lose the h and contract before every termination beginning

with a vowel. In fact h remains only before the -st, -5, of the

2nd and 3rd sing, pres., and when final in the 2nd sing, impera-

tive and 1st and 3rd sing, past ; it has been replaced by g in the

pret. plur. (and derived parts) and past part, in accordance with

Verner's Law (see § 169).

The chief strong contracted verbs are

Class.

I. (" Shine ")

II. ("Creep")

Ilia. ("Help")

V. ("Tread")

VI. ("Fare")

leon, lend

teon, accuse

Aeon, flee

2
feolan, penetrate

gefeon, rejoice

pleon, adventure

flean,jf?ay

lean, blame

VII. (Reduplicating) fun, seize

'oeon, thrive ^

wreon, cover

teon, draw

seon, see

slean, slay

Swean, wash

hon, hang

1 The numbers in brackets refer to the following notes.
2 Strictly speaking, ftolan is not a contracted verb (see § 154), but this is

the most convenient place to give its conjugation.
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V. seon
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Notes. (1) The uncontracted vowel of the 2nd and 3rd sing. pres. is a

mutation of the uncontracted vowel (broken in Classes III., V., VI.) which is

preserved in the imperative sing. This will be better understood when the

prehistoric forms of the infinitive are given :

I. teon < *tihan.

II. teon<*teuhan.

III. feolan < *feolhan (breaking) <*felhan.

V. seon<*seh(w)an(3
).

gefeon < *-fehan(3
).

VI. slean<*slahan.

VII. fon<*fohan.

(2) The past pi. fulgon (and derived parts) is rare, and pp. folgen is

wanting. In their place have been formed a past plur. and pp. according to

Class IV ("Bear").

(3) The past plur. and pp. ssegon, segen, are necessarily given in the

paradigm, because they are the model for the other verbs of the class, but

(like pp. slagen) they are not the usual forms. As is seen above, the root of

seon originally ended in hiv, which in the past plur. and pp.><7!i' by Verner's

Law; gw>g or ic in OE., but>w in WS. prose. See § 169.

(4) The g of the past plur. has been extended to the sing, in Classes VI.

and VII. Forms like sloh are later than slog.

(5) Through the identity of the contracted forms of teon (I.) and

teon (II.), the former passed over into Class II. and was followed by wreon,

so that we frequently meet with such forms as teah, tugon, wreah, wrogen,

belonging to verbs of Class I.

(6) Connected with Seo?;, thrive, are the past plur. ftungon, the pp. ISungen,

and the adj. gettungen, distinguished, excellent, belonging to Class ILL, to

which class Seow (- *ftihan<* :5inhan) itself originally belonged.
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II. WEAK VERBS.

82. Weak verbs are divided into four classes :

(.'lass 1 (" Wean-Ween "), in -an and -ian, with

mutated stem-vowel throughout.

Class II x ("Tell "), in -an (list in § 90), with

mutated stem-vowel in the present only.

Class III ' (" Look "), in -ian, with the

stem-vowel not mutated.

Class IV J (Mixed), in -an ; a few verbs conjugated partly like

Class I. and partly like Class III. (see list given in

§93).

The principal parts are the infinitive, past singular, and past

participle. It is unnecessary to give rules for forming the other

parts from them, beyond this : Follow the paradigms. For the

ways and means of distinguishing weak verbs from strong see

§64.

Weak verbs betray their weakness of character in a certain hesitancy as

to the class they belong to and as to the length of their root-syllable, which

leads them at times to transfer themselves from one paradigm and class to

another. Once decide the paradigm that a weak verb follows and the rest

is easy.

1 Sievers does not make a separate class of "Tell" verbs. Hence Class

III. (above) = Sievers' Class II., Class IV. (above) - Sievers' Class III.
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Class I ("Wean-Ween").

83. Primary paradigms

:

(a) Original short stem : tvpinan, accustom (wean).

(6) Original long stem : wenan, suppose (ween).

Present Indicative.

Sing. 1.

2.

3.
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Notes. (1) As regards terminations, wrnnan is the model

of the original conjugation of this class, the differences beiny

due solely to syncope and apocope of e after an originally lony

syllable.

(2) The double consonant of wennan is owing to the

original j, before which every consonant except r was doubled

after a short vowel, and to which the mutation of the root-vowel

throughout this class is also due : such stems therefore were
originally short. Gemination is found in all present forms

except '2nd and 3rd siny. pres. and siny. imperative ; it is absent

in all past forms.

(3) Like wencm are conjugated original long stems and
all polysyllabic stems; like loewnan, original short stems.

The latter part of this rule, however, has important exceptions,

as will be seen in the following sections.

(4) In words like

afierran, withdraw mierran, mar

cennan, briny forth pyffan, puff"

cierran, turn stillan, still

clyppan, embrace Sryccan, oppress

cyssan, kiss wgmman, defile

iy\\a,n,Ji/l yppan, reveal

the double consonant is original (not a gemination before j), and

therefore they are original long stems' and are conjugated like

ivenan.

(5) Ciegan, call, in which the g = original ;', is also conjugated like

wenan : past cttgde, pp. gecieged.

(6) An occasional imperative sing, in -e is met with in long stems:

Here = ISr, sende = Be 7id.

1 It must always be borne in mind that a syllable ending in two
consonants is long.
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84. Secondary paradigms: ngrian, save; gierwan, pre-

pare ; swgbban, put to sleep ; sgttan, set ; lgcgan, lay.

Present Indicative.

Sing. 1. ngrie
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Note. All these verbs, except gierwan (which is conjugated

like a short stem), were originally short stems. S§ttan and

l§cgan have conformed to the conjugation of wenan in the syncope

of medial e. The conjugation of ngrian, gierwan and swebbau

differs from that of wennan only in this : that wherever wennan

simplifies nn to n, swebban simplifies bb to f, nn-ian drops i, and

gienvau drops w.

85. N^rian.

—

R alone has not doubled before j after a

short vowel. Like ngrian (§ 84) then are conjugated

derian, injure gebyrian, pertain

erian, plough (ear) spyrian, inquire

f^rian, carry styrian, stir

hgrian, praise

werian, defend

Moreover, verbs with stem-final I, m, n, s, S, have passed over

from wennan to nprian even in EWS., so that we may also

conjugate like the latter

beheHan, conceal trymian (+ trymman), confirm

gremian (+ gremman), provoke Senian (+ Sennan), stretch

lgmian, oppress hrisian (+ hrissan), shake

tgmian, tame wreSian, support

This reduces the verbs conjugated exactly like w§nnom to a very

few, such as

cnyssan, knock fremman, perform

dynnan, resound hlynnan, resound

in addition to grgmman, etc., already given.

Later, all the verbs mentioned in this §, tend to pass over

into Class III ("Look"), so that we find fremia/n, wpnian
;
past

fremode, trymode, and so on.

Note. Besides ngrian we find ngrgan, ngrigan, ngrigean, ngrige, etc., but

these probably show mere graphic variants of i (=j) before a and e.
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86. Gierwan, swebban, settan, lecgan (§ 84).

(i) Gierwan. Like this verb are conjugated

sierwan, deceive smierwan, anoint wielwan, roll

Note. (1) In LWS., besides passing over to Class III ("Look"),

sierian, etc., these verbs were sometimes conjugated with w throughout and

sometimes without w throughout, no two verbs being alike.

(ii) Swebban. For bb <f+j cp. hebban, § 80. Later, this verb

also passed over into Class III ("Look "), swefian, swefode, etc.

(iii) Settan. Like settan are conjugated all weak verbs

ending in -ttan, e.g. :

hw§ttan, whet ondettan, confess

lettan, hinder onettan, hasten

llcettan, simidate sarettan, grieve

Notes. (2) Verbs in -ddan, like hreddan, rescue, syncopate

like settan in their past forms : hredde, gehredd.

(3) The polysyllables retain the tt in the sing, imperative: onette.

(iv) Lecgan. Like lecgan is conjugated wecgan, agitate, as

regards the simplification of eg to g ; but past wegede, etc.

87. 2nd and 3rd Sing. Present: Rules for Classes I.

and II.

( 1 ) Syncope of e is usual in original long stems ; in original

short stems only after c, s and t, and occasionally after I and g.

Exs. : wenest + wenst, wenefi + went), deeleS + dMlft ; cnys{e)'6 from

cnyssan, sett from settan, recS from r§ccan, wedS from weccan
;

seleo~ + s§l<5, legeft + leg^.

(2) Consonant-change in consequence of syncope takes

place according to the rules laid down in § 69, whenever the

conditions there specified are present. Exs. : (liweteft >) hwett

from hwettan
;
fylle§ >fyl$ from fyllan ; cylSeft > cyS(5) from cyftan;

Isedest > Isetst, liedetS > lMt(t) from Ixdan ; hydefi > hyt(t) from hydan
;

forieldefi >forielt from forieldan ; wendeo' > went from wendan, and
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88. Past Tense.—Verbs that form their past tense by

adding -de immediately to the root-syllable (including therefore

all original long stems ; see § 83) are subject to the following

rules :

( 1

)

Double stem-finals are simplified : dfierran, afierde

;

cnaian, crude
;
fyllau, fylde.

(2) After a voiceless stem-final, c, p(p), t, x, ff, ss, -de > -te :
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89. Past Participle.

(i) Uninflected. The uninflected pp. usually ends in -ed

;

but (a) after a vowel -ded as a rule > d(d), and -ted > t(t), while

(b) after consonant + d or t, the ending -ed was often dropped.

Thus we find

(a) tselan, blame

nsetan, annoy

tobrsedan, scatter

1sedan, lead

geeaSrnedan, humble

underoledan, subdue

(b) begyrdan, surround

scieldan, shield

sendan, send

Qndwyrdan, answer

befsestan, secure

atyhtan, entice

pp. getSled (+ getseld)

geniet(t)

tobried(d)

gel§ed(e)(d)
1

geea3med(e)(d) 1

under5ied(e)(d) 1

begyrd(e)(d) J

gescield(ed)

gesend(ed)

gegndwyrd

befsest

atyht

(ii) Inflected. In original short stems there is syncope of e

only after d, t. In original long stems, syncope of e is usual

before a termination beginning with a vowel ; but unsyncopated

forms are also common, except after d, t. After a voiceless

consonant d > t as in the past tense. Exs. :

Short

Long
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Class II (» Tell ").

90. A small class of about twenty verbs, with roots ending

in c, (/, I, originally joined the endings of the past tense and past

participle immediately to the root-syllable, i.e. without an inter-

vening i. In consequence, whereas the vowel of the present

is mutated, the past forms usually retain the original vowel.

Stems ending in c or g had (from the Germanic period) hi in the

past tense and past participle. Below are the principal parts of

the chief of these verbs, divided into (a) original short stems,

(b) original long stems.

(a)

(b)

Infin.

cwellan, kill

sellan, give

steUan, place

tellan, tell

cw£cc(e)an, shake

drecc(e)an, vex

lecc(e)an, moisten

rgcc(e)an, explain

strecc(e)an, stretch

<5ecc(e)an, cover

wgcc(e)an, wake

bycg(e)an, buy

Past

cwealde (§ 137)

sealde

stealde

tealde

cweahte (§ 137)

dreahte

leahte

reahte

streahte

Seahte

weahte

bohte (§ 129)

bepjec(e)an, deceive bepiehte

rsec(e)an, reach rtehte

t£ec(e)an, teach tsehte

[rec(e)an>]recc(e)an,rec& rohte

sec(e)an, seek sohte

w}Tc(e)an, ivork worhte (§ 129)

Sexic(e)an, think Sohte (§ 153)

cync(e)an, seem ouhte

breng(e)an, bring brohte (§ 153)

PP.

gecweald

geseald

gesteald

geteald

gecweaht

gedreaht

geleaht

gereaht

gestreaht

geoeaht

geweaht

geboht

bepieht

gerSht

getseht

gesuht

geworht

geSoht

geSuht

cebroht

w.
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Notes. (1) For the intrusive e, so often found wherever c or g was

originally followed by j, see § 34, N. 6.

(2) Verbs in -gee frequently borrow the g of the pres. in the past tense

and pp., even in EWS. : l$hte, r$hte, ger%ht, etc.

(3) The usual past forms of bepizcan, rsecan, tSican, have borrowed the

vowel of the present, but rdhte, tiihte and -taht occur in EWS.

(4) For br^ngan, the strong bringan (rare pp. brungen) of Class Illb

("Drink "), is more often found.

(5) Occasional pps. according to Class I. are met with, such as onsttfed,

get$led.

(6) It is exceedingly good practice for the student to explain, by the aid

of Part II., the relations between the vowels of the present and those of the

past forms of these verbs. It is therefore not done for him here, but the

following notes may help him in some of the chief difficulties :

cwqllan etc.—there is no breaking in OE. before ll<l+j (§ 137).

fyncan—polite < *1Sahte < Germanic fianhta; so bruhte.

ftyncan—ftnhte-z Germanic ftunhta, with lengthening (as above) in com-

pensation for the loss of the nasal.

Paradigms : (a) Original short stems, tellan.

(b) Original long stems, secan.
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Sing. 1.

9

Plur.

tealde

tealdest

tealde

tealdon

VERBS.

Past Indicatiix

.

99

sohte

sohtest

sohte

soliton

Sing.

Plur.

tealde

tealden

Past Subjunctive.

sohte

sohten

Sing. 2.

Plur. 2.

tgle

teJlaS

Imperative.

sec

secaS

Bat. (to) teUanne

Infinitive.

secanne

Pres.

Past.

tpllende

seteald

Participles.

secende

sresoht

Notes. (7) It is obvious that the only important difference

between the above paradigms and those of § 83 is in the change
of vowel in the past forms of tgllan and secern.

(8) Like tdlan are conjugated all the original short stems,
i.e. stems with a short vowel followed by a doubled consonant
(< consonant +/; ; like secan, all the original long stems, i.e. those
with a long vowel, and those with a short vowel followed by two
(different) consonant*.

7—2
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Class III ("Look").

91. The verbs of this class are very numerous ; so are those

of Class I. ; together they outnumber all the other classes,

strong and weak. " Look "-verbs all have infinitive in -ian

(except the few contracted verbs in -gan = -jan) : the root-vowel

is mutated only in the case of a few late formations, from nouns

and adjs. with mutated vowels, such as £?idian, to end, from ende,

and grenian, to become green, from grene.

Paradigm : locian, look.

Present Past
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92. Contracted Verbs.

Paradigms : Jreog(e)an, love ; smeag(e)an, consider.

Present Indicative.

101

Sing. 1.

9

Plur.

Sing.

Plur

.

Sing. 1.

2.

3.

Plur.

Sing.

Plur.

Sing. 2.

Plur. 2.

Pres.

Past.

freoge

freost

fre< >ts

freog(e)aS

freoge

freogen

freode

freodest

freode

freodon

freode

freoden

freo

freog(e)aS

freog(e)an

freogende

gefreod

Present Subjunctive.

Past Lidicative.

Past Subjunctive.

Imperative.

Infinitive.

Participles.

The following verbs are conjugated

like freogan

feogan, hate

teogan, ordain

tweogan, doubt

Scog(e)an, shoe, has past scode, pp. gescod.

smeage

smeast

snieaS

smeag e

smeage

smeagen

smeade

smeadest

smeade

smeadon

smeade

smeaden

smea

smeag(e)a5

smeag(e)an, smean

smeagende

gesmead

like smeagan

Sreagan, rebuke
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Class IV : Mixed Verbs.

93. Here belong a few verbs which are conjugated partly

like Class I. and partly like Class III. Fylg(e)an, folgian, follow,

is completely conjugated according to both classes : past fylgde,

folgode, etc. The four verbs habban, have, libban, live, s§cg(e)an,

say, and hycg{e)an, think, are given in full below, with the parts

that belong to each class in separate columns.
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(3) Present forms of libban viith.fi, fg, for bb, lifian, lifgan, etc., are not

uncommon, but are properly dialectal. Eo regularly replaces io in later

forms, leofaft, etc., and then we have past forms leofode, geleofod.

(4) Iewan, show, Class I., has also an infin. eowian, Class III., and an

odd combination of the two eoivan. The following forms occur in EWS.:

Infin. iewan eowian eowan

3rd sing. pres. iew(e)~5 eowa'S eowefi

3rd pi. iewa'S eowiaS

Subj. pres. iewe eowi(g)e

Past. iewde (LWS. eowode) eowde

Past part. geiewed (pi. geiewde) geeowod

94. How to tell the Class of a Weak Verb.

We are now in a position to tell the class of any weak verb

without difficulty (apart from the uncertainty due to verbs of

Class I. passing over to Class III., see §§ 85, 86, 88).

(a) The verbs of Class II. (« Tell ") and Class IV. (Mixed)

are all mentioned in §§ 90, 93 ; the only uncertainty therefore is

between Classes I. and III.

(b) Verbs in -an belong to Class I.
;

,, ,, -ian „ „ ,, III., except those named in

§ 85 (all short stems).

(c) Verbs with mutated root-vowel belong to Class I.

;

„ ,, unmutated ,, ,, ,, III.
;

but a few long stems in -ian belonging to Class III., such as

gndian, have a mutated vowel as explained in § 91.

III. PAST-PRESENT VERBS.

95. There are twelve verbs in OE. whose presents are old

strong past tenses, from which new weak past tenses have been

formed. Hence they are often called " Preteritive-Present

"

and also "Strong-Weak " verbs. Their past tenses are conjugated

like those of regular weak verbs. Their presents retain two

traces of the older conjugation of strong past tenses, in the 2nd
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ring, in -t without change of vowel, ami in the mutated Vowel

of the subjunctive (although, through leveling, unmutated vowels

occur more frequently ). Other present parts, infinitive, imperative,

etc., were formed from the past-present plural, but in most of

these verbs some parts are missing. Above each verb is stated

the gradation class to which its past-present belongs, but in some

Instances there have been changes from the original stem-vowels.

Infinitives in square brackets are not found.
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III ("Drink"). Ill ("Help"). IV ("Bear").

Present Indicative.

Sing. 1. cgn(n), dear(r), dare Searf, need (ge)rnon, remember

know {how to)

2. const dearst Searft (ge)mgnst

3. con(n) dearr Searf (ge)mon

Plur. cunnon durron Surfon (ge)munon (-aS)

Present Subjunctive.

Sing. cunne dyrre, durre Syrfe, Surfe (ge)myne, (ge)mune

Plur. cunnen dyrren, durren Syrfen, Surfen (ge)mynen, (ge)rnunen

Sing. 1. cu3e

2. cfvSest

3. cuSe

dorste

dorstest

dorste

Past Indicative.

fSorfte

<5orftest

Sorfte

Plur. cufton dorston <5orfton

(ge)munde

(ge)mundest

(ge)rnuude

(ge)mundon

Past Subjunctive.

Sing.
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IV. ANOMALOUS VERBS.

96. Four anomalous verbs in OE. are of very frequent

occurrence : (a) beon, wesan, be; (b) don, do
;

(c) gan, go

;

(d) tvillan, will.

(a) Beon, wesan, be.

Present Past

Indicative.

wges

wsere

wses

wseron

wsere

wsieren

Sing.
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(b)
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PART II. PHONOLOGY.

97. In this Part the attempt is made to give such an

account of the principal sound-changes that took place between

the Germanic period and the end of the Old English period,

as will suffice for the intelligent comprehension of the Accidence

in Part I. While no difficulty has been shirked, it goes without

saving that many difficulties are excluded from the scope of

an elementary text-book. The limits and order of exposition

adopted it will be convenient to state succinctly here. Attention I

is given almost exclusively to the vowels of stressed syllables ;

'

the vowels of unstressed syllables are included only so far as they

are essential to the understanding of the changes in stressed

TOwels; a few paragraphs are devoted to the most important

changes in consonants. No more is said about changes that

took place between Indo-Germanic and Germanic (see the table,

§ 1), or during the Germanic period, than is necessary for the

explanation of subsequent changes. A few developments mani-

fested after the Early West Saxon period are mentioned for the

sake of completeness, but in each case it is clearly indicated that

they are late.

The order of exposition is this : (a) Starting with the

Germanic system of stressed vowels, we find the normal equi-

valent of each vowel-sound in OE., which gives us the series of

OE. primary vowels (§§ 100—112). These are then included

in a comparative table with those of other Germanic languages
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(§ 113). (b) The sound-changes, which produced the secondary or

derivative vowels, are next dealt with separately, and examples

given under each head (§§ 114—62). (c) The upward history

of each OE. stressed vowel and diphthong, both primary and

secondary, is given in tabular form (§ 163). (d) The principal

phenomena seen in the development of the OE. consonants are

briefly set forth (§§ 164—9).

STRESSED VOWELS.

A DOWNWARD HISTORY.—OE. Primary Vowels.

98. At the close of the Germanic period, i.e. before the

death of the parent language in giving birth to dialects which

became the Germanic languages, the system of stressed vowels

was as follows

:

x a, e, iW, o<2
>, u; a'3

*, ae, e, i<
4
>, o, u<4

> ; ai, au, eu (iu<5
>).

Notes. (1) This i includes, not only original i, but the i that arose from

e in the Germanic period, (a) before nasal + consonant, whence the difference

of vowel in OE. drincan and helpan belonging to the same class of strong

verbs; (b) before i or j in the same or the next syllable, whence the difference

of vowel in OE. biddan (<bedjan) and the past part, gebeden.

(2) Germanic had lost original o, as may be seen by a comparison of

Lat. hortus with Gothic gards, Eng. yard. Every Germanic o in stressed

syllables, then, had arisen dming the Germanic period in accordance with

the following important law . Earlier Germanic u > o under the influence of

original o or a in the next syllable; but if (a) nasal + consonant or (fr
) i orj

intervened, u was protected from change. This law has the most marked

and important bearings on OE. phonology. Thus, on (a) depends the

difference between such OE. past parts, as gedruncen (.Class 3b) and all strong

past parts, with root-vowel o (Classes 2, 3a, 4). For the vowel of the ending

-en was a in Germanic, and this, according to the law, caused the change

u > o in all strong past parts, where u was not protected by nasal + consonant.

Again, on a knowledge of {b) depends the understanding of OE. i-mutation.

For whereas in OE. gold, being an o-stem, the original u of the root>o in

Germanic under the influence of the following o ; in the derivative adjective

1 The numbers in brackets refer to the notes.
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gylden, the original i of the ending -en (<in) protected the u of the root

from change until the period of the OE. ('-mutation.

(3) Similarly, Germanic had lost original <7, as may be seen by com-

paring Lat. frater with OE. broSor. Every Germanic (7 in stressed syllables

had arisen in the Germanic period from a + nh which >'/ + /;, with com-

pensatory lengthening for the loss of the nasal. Thus Germanic <7 is found

only before h.

(4) In the same way Germanic i + nh> T + h,

and ,, u+nh>u+h;

but, unlike <7, these are not the only I and u in Germanic.

(5) Germanic iu<eu, just as i<e, before i or j. Hence no Germanic e

or cm, but i and iu, came down to prehistoric OE. in words in which there

was originally a following i or j.

99. The West Germanic (see § 1) system of stressed vowels

differed in only one particular from that of Germanic :

Germanic a > West Germanic a,

but „ «> „ „ a.

Apart from this last vowel, it is immaterial whether we make
Germanic or West Germanic the point from or to which we trace

the OE. vowels. In dealing with this particular vowel due care

must be taken. With this caution we proceed to trace seriatim

the normal developments of the Germanic vowels as given in § 98.

It must be borne in mind that all changes in stressed vowels thai

come under the special phenomena dealt with in § 114 foil, are

excludedfrom §£ 100— 13.

100. (West) Germanic a> (a) OE. a, (b) OE. se.

(a) OE. a is found, i.e. Germanic a remains, in open
syllables (i.e. before a single consonant) followed by a guttural

vowel (a, o, u) or by an e or i weakened from o or u : faran,
to go, and the other verbs of the 6th strong class

; gafol, tax

;

laXSung, invitation; lafiian (i <o), invite.

Notes. ( 1 ) OE. a is rarely found in closed syllables

:

habban ; nabban ; appla, plur. of seppel, apple ; assa, ass ; asce,

ashes ; and a few less common words.

W. 8
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(2) OE. a is always found in the imperative sing, of strong

verbs of Class 6 : far from faran.

(b) In most other instances—apart from the special influences

and sound-changes which are dealt with in § 114 foil.—a > ae.

This must be regarded as the normal development, just as that of

d is to se. It is the rule in closed syllables, and before an e which

is not weakened from o ov u: dseg, day
;
/set, vessel ; Msec, black ;

beer, treed, and the other past sings, of the 4th and 5th strong-

classes ; hence in mseg, can, a " past-present " of the 5th class

;

brsegd, past of bregdan, brandish (§ 74, e. f.) ; dseges, dsege, etc. ;

/seder (e < a) ; secer, field
;
/seger, fair.

Note. (3) OE. se is steadfast in the gen. and dat. sing, of

masc. and neuter nouns of the ordinary declension, such as dseg,

/set, above ; but in all other flexional forms of nouns and verbs

where se would be normal, a is carried over from forms where a is

normal : hwate, instrumental masc. and neut. sing, and nom. ace.

masc. pi. of hwset, active ; hwates, gen. sing. masc. and neuter, on

the analogy of hwatu, hwata, hwatum ; so /are, /aren, /arende,

following/aran, etc.

101. (W.) Germ, e often remains in OE. ; e.g. in many verbs

of the 3rd, 4th and 5th strong classes, such as helpan, beran,

brecan, tredan, pp. getreden; and in /eld, field; helm, helmet;

weg, way, etc.

102. (W.) Germ, i (see § 98, Note 1) often remains in OE.

;

e.g. in the past plural and past part, stems of strong verbs of the

1st Class: seine, scinon, gescinen, etc.; in the prons. ic, inc, hit;

in the "past-present" verb witan; in is, is; in fisc, fish;

micel, great, etc.; in verbs of the strong Class IHb (" Drink ")

:

drinean, winnan, fight, etc. ; in blind, blind ; in the 2nd and

3rd sing, of strong verbs of the 3rd, 4th and 5th Classes

:

hilpst, hilpfi from helpan ; bir(e)st, bir(e)6 from beran ; itst, itt from

etan ; and in " weak presents " of the 5th Class of strong verbs :

biddan, ask ; sittan, etc.
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Notes. (1) (W.) Germ, t has weakened to e in mec, me, and in several

other pronominal forms in which the e was subsequently lengthened, e.g.

mi, to me, me (see § 161).

(2) OE. i is replaced by y (sometimes e) in the negative forms of witatl

and wilian, nytan, nyUan (nellan), etc., and occasionally in other words,

especially in LAYS. Cp. the replacement of EWS. ie by LWS. y (§ 116).

103. (W.) Germ, o (see § 98, N. 2) usually remains in OE.

;

e.g. in past parts, of Classes II., Ilia, and IV. of strong verbs

:

geboden, gehotyen, geboren; and in

gold, gold wolc(e)n, cloud folgian, to follow

scop, bard scotung, shot ofer, over

corn, corn

and many other words.

Note. (W.) Germ, o > u in a number of words, e.g.

duru, door wull, wool lufian, to love

fugol, bird bucca, buck cnucian, to knock

full, full rust, rust ufan, above

lufu, love wulf, wolf furSor, further (cp.

fort)

For this change no reason has been assigned.

104. (W.) Germ, u often remains; e.g. in past plurals of

the 2nd and 3rd Classes of strong verbs : budon, hulpon, druncon;

in past parts, of Class Illb. : gedruncen ; and in

sunu, son hungor, hunger unc, (to) us two

grund, ground burg, stronghold lungre, quickly

Note. (W.) Germ, u > o in the stressed prefix or- (out of,

without) ; e.g.

orlgge, war orsorg (= Lat. se- curus)

orSync, skill ormod, despondent

105. Germ, se = W. Germ, a (§ 99) > (a) OE. a, (b) usually

oe. m.

(a) OE. a is found, i.e. W. Germ, a remains, (1) before to:

e.g. the past plural etc. of seon, sdwon ; cldwu (claw), taivian

8—2
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(prepare), and the foreign word pdica (peacock). (2) In an

open syllable before a guttural vowel, interchanging with ee :

sldpan oc slsepan, to sleep ; lagon oc lalgon, past pi. of licgan ; lac-

nian oc leecnian (i < 6), to heal ; mdgas oc meegas, mdgum oc malgum,

pi. of mseg, kinsman.

(b) OE. (WS.) 3e is the normal development of Germanic as

through W. Germ, a, just as OE. at is of Germ, a (cp. § 100).

Examples are seen in the past pis. of strong Classes IV. and V.

:

balron, treedon ; in some Reduplicating verbs, laltan, etc. ; in the

privative prefix ee-, e.g. semen, uninhabited ; and in raid (' rede '),

weepn (weapon), strait (<L. strata), etc.

Note. Germanic d (§ 98, N. 3) > OE. 5 ; but as this is in

reality a case of nasal influence it is dealt with in § 152.

106. (~W.) Germ, e is the only letter that passed into

English without undergoing any change. It is of comparatively

rare occurrence. Exs. : her, here ; vied, reward ; and past tenses

in e of Reduplicating verbs : let, slepon, etc. (Sievers).

107. (W.) Germ. l> OE. I in the great majority of instances;

e.g. all the present parts of strong verbs of Class I. : scinan, scln>

scinende, etc.; oferfil/tS (§§ 81 and 98, N. 4) from oferfieon (excel)

;

lif (life), wis (wise), wisian (to direct), etc.

108. (W.) Germ. O almost always > OE. o; e.g. past tenses

of strong verbs of Class VI. : for, foron ; hence in mot (may), a

" past-present " of Class VI. ; some Reduplicating verbs :

blowan, to bloom growan, to grow swogan, to sound

and in

dom, doom ofost, haste swote, sweetly

wroht, accusation god, good sohte, sought

109. (W.) Germ, u almost always remains in OE.; e.g.

aorist-presents of the 2nd class of strong verbs : lucan (lock),

biigan (bow), etc. ; tun (enclosure), Jul (foul), rum (roomy), Suhte

(see § 98, N. 4) from ftyncan (seem).
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110. (W.) Germ, ai > OE. a usually; e.g. the past sing, of

the 1st class of strong verbs : stag from stlgan (ascend), scan from

Bcvnan (shine); hence in wdt (know), ay (possess), "past-presents"

of Class I. ; in some Reduplicating verbs :

hatan, command lacan, play

and in

stan, stone an, one

sar, wound hal, hale

swapan, sweep

ma, more

111. (W.) Germ, au > OE. ea usually; e.g. the past sing, of

strong verbs of Class II. : creap from creopan (creep), ceas from

ceosan (choose) ; hence in deag (avails), a " past-present " of the

same class ; Reduplicating verbs with root-vowel ea : beatan

(beat), heaivan (hew), etc.;

dea5, death heah, high eac, eke

heafod, head gleaw, prudent oeah, though

eare, ear

112. (W.) Germ. eu>OE. eo (Jo) invariably; e.g. strong

verbs of Class II.

:

seoSan, seethe hreowan, rue
;

getreow, true

seoc, sick

creopan, creep

and

deor, animal Seod, nation

hreow, regret deop, deep

leoht, light

alternating with criopan, dior, lioht, ftiod, diop, sloe, etc.

Notes. (1) (W.) Germ, eu occasionally remains unchanged in the

oldest texts : fteuw = $eow, servant.

(2) (W.) Germ, iu arose only before i or j (see § 98, N. 5), which

subsequently caused mutation to le in the OE. period. See § 126.

113. The following table shows the normal correspondences

between the stressed vowels of Germanic, Gothic, Icelandic, Old

High German and Old English. To include in such a table the

special developments dealt with in the succeeding paragraphs,
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especially where they are as numerous as in Icelandic and Old

English, would simply be to rob the table of any use it may have.

NORMAL CORRESPONDENCES OF STRESSED

VOWELS.

Germanic
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B. THE OLD ENGLISH SOUND-LAWS.

114. Under the above convenient and comprehensive head-

ing it is proposed to trace the chief developments of the Germanic

stressed vowels {apart from the normal correspondences), which

took place in the OE. period, prehistoric and historic. Under

this heading are included (a) Changes due to following vowels,

(6) to neighbouring consonants, (c) to the loss of consonants
;

((/) Lengthening and Shortening. Following this arrangement

the laws of sound-change are considered under the following

(a) I. /- or ./-Mutation (Mut.).

II. U- or 6>-Mutation (Z7-Mut).

(b) III. Palatal Mutation (Mut. Pal.).

IV. Breaking (Brk8
).

V. Glide-Diphthongisation (Glide-Diph.).

VI. Palatal Diphthongisation (Pal. Diph.).

VII. „ Monophthongisation (Pal. Mon.).

VIII. Influence of preceding W ( JF-Infl.).

IX. „ following TF"(Infl.- IF.).

X. „ „ Nasal (Infl.-i\
T
.).

(c) XI. Lengthening in compensation for lost Nasal

(Loss-#).

XII. Contraction (Contr.).

XIII. Lengthening in compensation for loss of G or H
(Loss-6', Loss-Zf).

(d) XIV. Lengthening (Length8
).

XV. Shortening (Short8
).
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The foregoing names (if sometimes clumsy) are significant ;

that is to say, they suggest with sufficient clearness the nature

of the processes which they denote. The abbreviations in paren-

theses are convenient substitutes, especially for the longer names,

and frequently save making a reference.

115. It is not possible to assign the exact chronological

order in which the processes represented above came into opera-

tion. Some of them, e.g. Breaking, were completed in prehistoric

times, others had hardly manifested themselves at the commence-

ment of the historic OE. period, e.g. U- Mutation; some of them

must have been in operation over a considerable period of time,

e.g. Palatal Mutation. But by careful observation of the pro-

cesses that precede, and the processes that follow, other processes

in the successive sound-changes of the same word, the present

writer has formulated the following scheme of processes in the

approximate order of their appearance, which is probably

not very far from the truth. Those on the same level are

supposed to be nearly synchronous, but dates are not assigned

(for abbreviations see above).

(1) Shortening

(2) Breaking Contraction Infl.-iV

(3) Lengthening

(4) Pal. Diph. Loss-i^

(5) /-Mutation

(6) £7-Mutation Inn.- IT

(7) TF-Infl. Mut. Pal. Loss-£, -#

(8) Palatal Monophthongisation
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116. General Statements. It may be well to premise, in

order to avoid reiteration,

(1) that EWS. ie (i), xe (i), are invariably replaced in LWS.

by i and l, or y and y, usually the latter.

(2) that eo and io often replace each other in WS., and

likewise eo and To, but that WS. usually prefers eo and eo, even

where io and To are etymologically correct. But in the following

sections these diphthongs are used correctly, i.e.

eo < e, eo < e, io-< i, w < r.

(3) that WS. represents the sound of g (open o), for which

it had no distinct sign, by a or by o, but in this book the sign o

is used uniformly.

MUTATION.

117. Mutation may be denned as the influence exerted

upon a stressed vowel by the vowel of a following (usually the

next) syllable in the same word, or rarely by a consonant (Mut.

Pal.) immediately following, by which influence the vowel-sound

of the stressed syllable is modified in anticipation of, and there-

fore in the direction of, the following -sound. It is therefore a

process of the economy of speech. The vocal organs, for example,

eased the effort of transition from a guttural to a palatal vowel

by partially palatalising the guttural vowel, as in a > x.

There are three kinds of mutation in OE. : / . , - -r+~

)

I. /- or /-Mutation, called briefly /-Mutation or simply

Mutation, which was caused by a following i or j in the same

word.

II. U- or 0- Mutation, called briefly U- Mutation, which was

caused by a following u or o in the same word.

III. Palatal Mutation, which was caused by a palatal con-

sonant immediately following.
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I. /-Mutation.

118. /-Mutation is the influence exerted by a following i

or j upon the vowel-sound of a stressed syllable, by which that

sound is partially assimilated to the sound of the mutating letter.

In this mutation, the mutating sounds being palatal, the effect is

a palatalisation, i.e. the replacement of a less palatal vowel by a

more palatal vowel in every instance. The i or j that caused the

mutation has either disappeared or weakened to e in most cases

in historic OE. ; exceptions, however, are seen in such verbs as

npria>i = ngrjan (§ 85), and in some adjs., e.g. hefig (heavy),

wlelisc (foreign) ; while numerous traces of mutating i and j have

been pointed out in the Accidence. On the other hand, the i in

verbs of the 3rd weak class ("Look"), locian, lufian, is a weaken-

ing of o, and therefore does not cause i-mutation (see § 91).

Mutation and Gradation. Mutation is a perfectly simple

phenomenon; but the subject has been obscured and confused by

its being classed and explained side by side with Gradation, with

which it has no conceivable connection except by way of contrast.

Gradation is a relation of different vowels in words derived from

one root existing side by side at the same time ; Mutation is a

change of vowel in one and the same tvord, which at one period,

therefore, had one vowel-sound, and at a later time another (the

mutated vowel). Gradation is a relation of different vowels to

one another ; Mutation is a change in the history of one vowel.

119. Mutation explained. Great confusion has resulted

from loose ideas and statements as to the epoch when derivative

words were formed. This is an important point and must be

cleared up once for all. From the OE. noun gold, it is said,

was formed an adjective gylden, thus: gold + in > gylden. Un-

fortunately, the OE. i-mutation of o is e, and if therefore the

above adjective had been an OE. formation at all, it would have

been gelden, not gylden. Again, from an OE. noun *wunsc was

formed, it is said, a verb tvyscan (wish), thus : wunsc + ian

> wunscian > wuscian > tvyscan ; but, unfortunately, the OE.
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noun *w>insr never existed, in all probability. Even Sievers

allows himself to speak of the i-mutation of eo and eo, although

he himself states quite clearly elsewhere "that the e of the Indo-

European Parent Speech was regularly changed to Germanic i

when the next syllahle contained an % or j\" that is to say, in

ever// word, in which OE. i-mutation could possibly take place,

Germanic e and eu > i and iu, which in the pre-mutation period

of OE. > io and io (and not, accurately speaking, eo and eo).

The truth is simply this : most OE. derivative words are not

OE. formations at all, as we know from their existing in one or

more of the cognate languages and therefore also in the parent

Germanic. Many of them are of immemorial antiquity. This is

just as true of the 2nd and 3rd sing. pres. of verbs as of the

principal parts. From the remote ancestor of hatan, e.g., there

had once been formed a 3rd sing. pres. something like hateti.

Once formed, this word had an independent existence and came

under sound-laws which did not affect hatan. It reached the OE.

pre-mutation period in the form hatto > OE. heett. So with the

other words named above. Gylden and the OHG. giddin prove

the existence of a Germanic parent adjective, whose i preserved

the radical u from change to o (§ 98, N. 2) until the OE;

i-mutation period. OE. wyscan and OHG. wunsken prove the

existence of a Germanic wunskjan, from which of course wyscan

is directly descended, and not from an OE. *wunsc, the fictitious

parent of a verb with real blue Germanic blood in its veins.

120. We have already seen that there was what may be

called a Germanic t-mutation (§ 98, N. 1, 5), by which e > i and

eu > iu. There is therefore no OE. mutation e > i ; every such

change, as in hilp(e)^5, 3rd sing, of helpan, bir(e)^S of beran, tritt of

tredan, in biddan and the other " weak presents " of the " Tread "

class (cp. pp. gebeden), had already occurred in Germanic. But
[>

this Germanic i could and did, in some words, suffer " breaking
"

to io, and then underwent in OE. a second i-mutation, viz. io>ie. \

1 Sievers' OE. Grammar, Cook's translation. § 45.
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An example is seen in Germanic herdjo > hirdjo > OE. *hiordjo >

hierde, herdsman. Similarly eu underwent double mutation,

i first in Germanic, then in OE. : eu > iu > OE. lo > ie.

/-Mutation in OE. can follow Breaking, Pal. Diph., Infl.-jY,

Loss-iy, and Contraction, and can itself be followed by Infl.-JF,

and IjOhs-G-H. Mutated forms of English proper names, such as

Kent, Temes, prove that /-Mutation is to be dated after the

Saxon Conquest. Pogatscher suggests about the year 600 a.d.

The results of /-Mutation in OE. may conveniently be shown

as follows :

(i) (a >) se > <g («)

(iii) ea > ieN

(v) io > ie

(vii) 9- o > §

(ix) u > y

121. (i) (a >) se > §. In positions in which original a

could suffer /-Mutation, it had already become as or g (§§ 100 (b),

148) before the /-Mutation period (except as stated in Note 2).

Examples : lecgan (lay), cp. laeg, past sing, of licgan ; seitan

(set), cp. saet, past sing, of sittan ; t§llan, cp. talu (tale) ; nerian

(to save) ; mete (meat), an i-stem ; hell, a j-stem ; and " weak

presents " of the " Fare " class : hebban (raise), cp. pp. gehafen

;

sce&San (injure), and swerian (swear).

Notes. (1) x instead of g is regularly found in the 2nd

and 3rd sing. pres. of strong verbs of Class VI. : fxrst^xrft, from

faran ; in the mutated past parts, of the same Class, gefxren <x

gefaren, etc. ; in hazfst, heef^S, from liabban ; in saegst, seegft oc segst,

s§gfi, from secgan ; in stsepjmn oc stgppan ; and uniformly in fazstan

(secure), hae/tan (imprison), etc.

(2) The influence of the i (but not j) of a final syllable

penetrated to the initial syllable and caused mutation, if the

second syllable was short and had a guttural vowel. Exs.

se)
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aftele (<*a5uli), noble
j
gsedeling (< *gaduling), relative ;

to-gs&dere

(< •gaduri), together.

122. (ii) a > se. Exs. : Ixdan (lead), cp. WS, past of

WSom (go); Ixfan (leave), cp. Id/, past of ll/an (remain); Ixran

(teach), cp. lav (teaching) ; blxw<5, 3rd sing, of bldwan (blow)
;

dM (part), an i-stem ; Ixrvan (betray).

Note. OE. (WS.) S, the normal equivalent of Germanic se (W. Germ. '7),

is not subject to /-mutation. Hence it is not obvious that died, deed, is an

/-stem, and that lace, leech, and mare, great, are j-stems.

123. (iii) ea>i(e). Examples: hi(e)lt, wiexft, 3rd sing,

pres. of healdan (hold), weaxan (grow) ; sliehst, 2nd sing. pres.

of slain (strike); mi(e)ht (might), slieM (blow), i-stems ; bi(e)ldic

(boldness), 7-stem, cp. beald (bold) ; i(e)ldra, compar. of eald (old);

hli(e)hhan (laugh) ; cwielman (torment), cp. cwealm (destruction)

;

giest (guest), i-stem ; sci(e)ppan (create), " weak-present."

Note. EWS. i(e), i(e), whatever their origin, are regularly

replaced later by y, y, which sometimes appear in EWS. For

i(e) < ea EWS. not infrequently has y before I or r : yldest oc ieldest

(oldest)
;
gewyldanoz gewi(e)ldan (control) ; dyme °= dierne (secret).;

wyman °c iviernan (refuse).

124. (iv) ea > l(e). Examples : lueivti, hllepS, 3rd sing.

pres. of the Reduplicating verbs, heawan (hew), hleapan (leap)

lleg (flame), t-stem; nleten (small animal), cp. neat (animal)

hlehst, superl. of heah (high); idi(e\fan (allow)
;
gell(e)fan (believe)

clese (cheese).

125. (v) io>i(e). Here belong all the examples usually

given under eo, as explained in § 119: fi(e)ht, wi(e)r$, 3rd sing,

pres. oifeohtan (fight), weorftan (become)
;

gesi(e)hti, gefi(eyuS, 3rd

sing. pres. of geseon (see), gefeon (rejoice) ; hi(e)rde (herdsman),

cp. heord (herd) ; bi(e)rhtu (brightness), cp. beorht (bright)
; fierst

(time), i-stem ; tw(e)r5e (worthy), cp. weorft (worth) ; afierran (re-

move), cp. feorr (far) ; liehtan (make easy), cp. lioht (light, easy).
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126. (vi) To > le, I. Here belong all the examples usually

given under eo, as explained in § 119: criepfi, sclet, 3rd sing. pres.

of creopan (creep), sceotan (shoot)
;

getrlewe (true), cp. treow

(truth) ; ll(e)htan (illuminate), cp. leoht (light) ; stl(e)ran (guide),

cp. steor (guidance) ; strlenan (obtain), cp. gestreon (possessions)
j

as well as fiend, friend, dat. sing, and nom. pi. of flond (enemy),

friond (friend).

127. (vii) Q, O > §. (a) Examples of Q>§: stent, 3rd

sing. pres. of stgndan (stand) ; b§nd (bond), i-stem, cp. bond, past

sing, of bindan ; men(n), dat. and pi. of mgn(n), man ; strengra,

compar. of strong
;
frpmman (perform), cp. from (bold) ; n§mnan

(to name), cp. noma (name) ; sgndan (to send), cp. sgnd (message)

;

temian (to tame), cp. torn (tame).

(6) The only examples of o > § are : dphter, dat. of dohtor

(daughter)
;
§xen, pi. of oxa (ox) ; mprgen (morn), cp. morgen

;

efes (eaves) ; pie (oil).

128. (viii) 5>e. Exs. : blewft, grewfi, 3rd sing. pres. of the

Reduplicating verbs bloivan (bloom), growan; the "weak-present"

tvepan (weep), cp. pp. tvopen; sweg (sound), cp. swogan (to roar):

brewer, dat. of broSor; swete (sweet), cp. swote (sweetly); deman

(to judge), cp. dom (doom); efstan (to hasten), cp. ofost (haste);

secan (to seek), cp. sohte (sought); cwen (woman), i-stem; gecweman

(to please); ges, dat. and pi. of gos (goose); smefte (smooth), cp.

srnoSe (smoothly); geseftan (to prove), cp. soft (true); ehtan (to

pursue), cp. oht (persecution); fehst, fehft, 2nd and 3rd sing. pres.

of fon (to seize).

129. (ix) U>y. Exs. : cymft, 3rd sing. pres. of cuman (come);

the "past-present" subjunctives dyge, dyrre, gemyne, scyle,

<Syrfe, cp. dugon, etc.; hyngran (to hunger), cp. hungor; gesynto

(health), cp. gesund (sound); byr(i)g, dat. of burg (fort); pytt (pit);

ivylfen (she-wolf), cp. widf; wyllen (woollen), cp. tvull; fyllan

(fill), cp. fidl. In nearly all other instances, such as gylden

(golden), gyden (goddess), bycgan (buy), y appears to be the

i-mutation of o (in gold, god, bohte), as it is still often said to be.
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But the truth is that y cannot possibly be the mutation of o : for

not only is g the mutation of o, and no vowel has two mutated

forms; but we have already seen that Germanic u was protected

by a following i, ./', from the change into u, which was undergone

by the pair-words gold, <,/<><?, bohte, etc. (see § 98, N. 2).

Note. After palatal g, c, sc, we not infrequently find i for

y : gingra, gingest (always with i), compar. and superl. of iung,

geong (young); scile « scyle, etc.

130. (x) u > y. Examples : brijcS, lf/c<5, 3rd sing. pres. of

brucan (enjoy), lucan (lock); bryd (bride), fyst (fist), i-stems;

cffian (to make known), cp. ciiiS (known)
;
fysan (to hasten),

cp.^s (eager); tvyscan (to wish).

TI. U-MUTATION.

131. ^/-Mutation (under which we include O-Mutation) is

the influence exercised by a following guttural vowel upon a

stressed i, e, or a, in consequence of which, i.e. in anticipation of

the following guttural vowel, a guttural glide-sound arose after

the stressed vowel, and in time formed a diphthong with it.

Thus

(i) i + a, o, u > io,

(ii) e + a, o, u > eo,

(iii) a + u > ea (= sea).

The vowel a does not suffer o-mutation in WS., and w-mutation

of a is very rare. Indeed the effects of this influence generally

are very limited in WS., as compared with the other dialects. The

guttural vowels that caused this mutation, being vowels of un-

stressed syllables, have so frequently weakened in historic times,

u to o, o to a, etc., that some knowledge of prehistoric forms is

necessary in order to discriminate w-mutations from o («)-

mutations.
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U- Mutation could be followed, in the history of the same

word, by TF-Infl. (§ 114), but no other change either preceded or

followed it. It is uniformly wanting before c and g. In most

words in which this mutation is seen, forms with the original

vowel unchanged are also found.

132. (i) i > io (eo). This is by far the most extensive

of the three effects in WS. It is especially common in EWS.
Later, the sound reverted to simple i, or the effect was disguised

by the operation of TF-Infl. Examples are :

(a)

(*)

u-mutations ;

freoSo, peace

mioloc, meolc, milk

siodu, custom •

siolofr, seolfor, silver

liomu, pi. of lim, limb

swiotul, sweotol, clear

o(a)-mutations :

wiotan, counsellors

hiora, of them

nioSor, downwards

neoSan, from beneath

Note. It is to be remembered that most of the above words

are also found in EWS. with original i unchanged : hira, sido, etc.

cliopian, to call

tiolian, to aim at

liofaS, lives (from libban)

133. (ii) e > eo is pretty common, but is not as a rule caused

by inflectional u. Examples are :

(a) w-mutations

:

eofor, boar weorod, troop

heofon, heaven sweostor, sister

heorot, hart seofon, seven.

(b) o(a)-mutations

:

weola, weal weorold, world

134. (iii) a > ea is very rare in EWS. prose, being found

only in the three words ealu, gen. ealdS (ale), cearu (sorrow),

sleacnes (slackness). As forms with ea are common in poetical
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texts, it is probable that they adopted the ea from the Anglian

originals: beadu, Jiec&Ur, battle; eqfdS, Btrength, etc.

Notes. (1) The ea in beam (grove), beahc (evil), etc., is a

"breaking" borrowed from the oblique cases, bearwes (§ 136), etc.

On the other hand, the ea of geatu, pi. of geat (gate), is borrowed

from the sing. (§§ 100, 143).

(2) The protecting influence of a following guttural vowel we

have already seen in the retention of original a, a, in dagas, fatu,

magas, etc. (§§ 100, 105).

III. PALATAL MUTATION.

135. Palatal Mutation is the palatalisation of a stressed

vowel through the influence of a palatal consonant immediately

following. It is of little importance in WS. in comparison with

the other dialects. There are four cases, one of which is doubtful,

and two more of which are confined to LWS. In three of_the

fourj^asej^ahttal^Iutation follows Breaking : no other change

either preceded or followed it. The four cases are as follows

:

(i) eo > i(e) in EWS. in the four words crii(e)ht, servant,

riht\ right, uri(e)xl, exchange, and si(e)x, six. In these words,

guttural h (x = hs), which had ' broken ' e to eo, became palatal

and then palatalised the preceding vowel. In feohtan, gefeoht

(fight), there was no further change.

(ii) ea>i(e) in ni(e)ht (night) in EWS., and later in mihte

<meahte (could) and mihtig (mighty). This is the doubtful case

;

but it is difficult to see to what other cause than Palatal Muta-

tion the change can be attributed.

Note. Mi(e)ht (might) is an i-stem and its change of vowel is therefore

an /-mutation ; but ni(e)ht (night) belongs to a class (§ 39) of nouns which

suffer i-mutation in the oblique sing, and nom. pi. only.

1 Riht occurs but three times in EWS. ; elsewhere always ryht.

w. 9
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(iii) ea > e in LWS. before h (x). Examples : seh < seah

(saw); sleh<sleah, 2nd sing, imperative of slean (strike).

(iv) ea > e in LWS. before h, g, c. Examples are seen in the

past sing, of strong verbs of Class II. : teh < teah from teon, to

draw ; beg < beag from bugan, to bow ; lee < leac from lucan, to

lock ; and in "Sell < fteah (though), etc. This is the case in which

Breaking did not precede.

IV. BREAKING.

136. Breaking is a process of the same nature as £7-Mutation,

but was caused by following "guttural consonants. To ease the

transition from the palatal vowels se, (< a), e, i, to a guttural h,

covered I (i.e. I followed by another consonant), or covered r,

immediately following, a guttural glide-sound arose, which soon

formed a diphthong with the preceding vowel. Thus

(i) (a >) se + u + h, r (+ const.), I (+ const.) > ea + etc.

(ii) e + O + h, r (+ const.), / (+ c or h) > eo + etc.

(iii) i + o + h, r (+ const.), > io (eo) + etc.

This table shows at a glance the vowels affected by breaking,

its causes and conditions, and its results. Although the vowels

affected and the results are the same as in the similar process of

?7-Mutation, it is only rarely possible to confound the two.

Except in monosyllables, where ri-mutation is necessarily im-

possible, breaking was always conditioned by two following con-

sonants 5 whereas w-mutation did not penetrate through two

consonants, except in rare instances (such as sweostor, ftiossum

= ftissum).

Breaking follows Shortening (of i); it can be followed, in the

history of one and the same word, by /-Mutation, Palatal Muta-

tion, Pal. Mon., ir-Infl., and Loss-i?.
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137. (i) (a>)ae> ea before h(x), covered r, and covered I.

Examples are numerous : feallan (fall), healdan (hold), weaxan

(grow), of the Reduplicating class of strong verbs
;

past sing, of

strong verbs of the "Help" class: healp from helpan, wearS

from weorftan (to become), feaht from feohtan (to fight) ; hence

in the "past-present" verbs dear(r), tiearf, of the 3rd strong class
;

seah from seon (see); similarly in the "past-present" verb be-,

ge-neah (it suffices); sleah, sing, imperat. of slean (strike); meaht,

meahte, parts of the "past-present" verb mseg
; feax (hair); Wealh

(Welshman) ; Seaxan (Saxons) ; cecdc (chalk), a foreign word

introduced at an early period ; all the forms of beam (grove),

bealu (evil), searu (armour), and of the adjs. gearu (yare), nearu

(narrow), in the uninflected forms of all which the broken vowel

is borrowed from the oblique cases; eald (old); eall (all); earm
(wretched); eahta (eight); earnian (to earn).

Notes. (1) a before covered I sometimes remains : fallan,

haldan, aid, all, Walh.

(2) 11 < earlier l+j does not cause breaking, because the //

had become palatal : h§ll (hell), ^'-stem ; sellan (give) ; tellan (tell).

(3) Metathesis of r took place after the Breaking-period;

hence there is no breaking in bserst (burst), baernan (burn,

trans.), asrn (house), gsers (grass), nor in berstan (burst), fierscan

(thresh) ; but, exceptionally, beornan < brinnan (burn, intrans.)

has a broken vowel.

138. (ii) e > eo before h, covered r, Ic and Ih. Examples :

feohtan (fight), weorpan (throw), of the "Help" class; seoh,

sing, imperat. of seon; cneoht (a servant); eorfte (earth); heord

(herd) ; seolh (seal), cp. helm (helmet) ; sleorra (star) ; seolf (seli),

exceptional form of self; teohhian (arrange); meolcan (milk).

139. (iii) i > io(eo) before h and covered r ; but examples are

few, because in many words i-mutation supervened (see § ll'")):

Wioht (Isle of Wight), beornan (to burn), leornian (to learn), leoht

(light, easy), betweoh, betweox (betwixt).

9—2
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V. GLIDE-DIPHTHONGISATION 1
.

140. The above name is used here to denote a process,

similar in character to ^/-Mutation and Breaking, and perhaps

arising in imitation of them, but differing from them in that the

' glide ' is palatal. It is probable that, in imitation of i>io before

guttural r, i > ie before a palatalised r, and then the same diph-

thongisation arose before other consonants. It follows, and is

followed by, no other change. In every word in which it is seen,

unchanged i is also found. Examples are : bi(e)rnan (burn),

iernan (run), of the " Drink " class ; bi(e)rst, 6i(e)r'5, 2nd and 3rd

sing, of beran (bear) ; bi(e)rst, 2nd and 3rd sing, of berstan (burst)

;

hi(e)re, gen. and dat. of heo (she) ; hi(e)ne, ace. of he (he)
; gi(e}f$,

ongi(e)tt (§ 120), 3rd sing, of giefcm, ongietan (§ 77); si(e)ndon

(are).

VI. PALATAL DIPHTHONGISATION.

141. The above name is given to a series of changes which

consist in the introduction of a palatal ' glide ' (i or e) between

an initial palatal consonant (j, g, sc, c) and a following stressed

vowel ; the ' glide ' afterwards formed a diphthong with the

following vowel, and then, being the first element of the

diphthong, took over the stress. This is the general nature

of the change ; the particular cases are somewhat numerous,

occurring, as they do, in the downward history of Germanic

stressed e, a, o, u, a, 6, u, ai. They are conveniently summarised

in three classes

:

(i) Palatalisation of a?, o, o, u, u after initial j.

(ii) Palatalisation of primary 2
e, x, ae, after initial palatalised

c, g, sc.

(iii) Palatalisation of a, a, o, q, o, u, u, after initial palata-

lised sc.

1 This name is equally applicable to U-Mutation and Breaking ; but they

are already better named; and a similar objection might be urged against

the term Mutation, which could of course be used of any change whatever.
2 I.e. the normal OE. developments of Germanic e, a, ee.
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Palatal Diphthongisation could follow Infl.-.V and Lengthen-

ing; and could itself be followed by /-Mutation (as in scieppcm,

create ; close, cheese), by Loss-£ (ongean, against), and by Pal.

Mon. (see § 145).

Notes. (1) Breaking is prior to Pal. Diph. and has the preference.

Hence *cerfan (carve) >ceorfan, not cierfan. Hence also the ea in geald is

a 'breaking,' whereas the infin. of the same verb, gieldan (pay), shows Pal.

Diph.

(2) A following u or o prevents Pal. Diph., and preserves the stressed

vowel for subsequent u-mutation: e.g. *gelo (yellow) >geolo, not gielo. The

ie of giefu (gift) is due to analogy with the oblique giefe, and the ea of geatu

(gates) to analogy with the singular geat.

142. (i) After initial j
x the following changes occurred

—

examples are scarce, because but few OE. words began with j

:

(a) ee > ea in gea, yea
;
gear, year.

(b) o > eo(io) in geoc, yoke.

(c) 5 (< a by In&.-N.) > eo in geomor, sad.

(d) u, n, sometimes remain, as in iung, young, iugvft, youth,

iii (<ju), formerly

;

but usually > eo{io), eo, as in geong, geogitiS, geo.

143. (ii) After initial palatalised c, g, sc, primary

e, 9e, ie regularly suffered the following changes in EWS. :

(a) e > ie. Examples : gieldan (pay), giellan (yell), of Class

" Help "
; scieran (cut), of Class " Bear "

; giefan (give), ongietan

(perceive), pp. ongieten, of Class " Tread."

Note. (1) Forms with i are also found: gildan, gifan, etc.

(b) (a >) se > ea. Examples : scear, past sing, of scieran
;

geaf, -geat, past sing, of giefan, -gietan; the "past-present" verb

sceal (shall) ; ceaster (fort), geat (gate), etc. In giest (stranger),

scieppan (create), < *geasti, *sceappjan, Pal. Diph. has been

followed by /-Mutation.

1 There is no character j in OE.; the symbols t and g were used, usually

the latter, as in the above examples. It is only by knowing the history of a

word that g ( =j) can be distinguished from g (= <?).
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(c) se > ea. Examples : scearon, past pi. of scieran
;
geafon,

-geaton, past pi. of giefan, -gietan ; sceap (sheep). In clese < *ceasi,

Pal. Diph. has been followed by /-Mutation.

Note. (2) Only primary e, se, ee, suffer this change. The

mutated vowels g, «,«(§§ 121, 122, 127) are unaffected by it

:

gesc§pen (pp. of scieppan), geedeling, togeedere.

144. (hi) After initial sc, guttural vowels suffered the

following changes, but not uniformly ; in every word in which the

changes are seen, the original vowel is also found, even in the

same text.

(a) a > ea, seen in verbs of the " Fare " class, e.g. sceacan or

scacan (shake), pp. sc(e)acen.

(b) a > ea, seen in sceadan cc scddan (to distinguish) of the

Reduplicating class.

(c) o > eo, seen in sceop ©= scop (bard), sceolde <=c scolde from

sceal (shall).

(d) q > eo, seen in sceomu °= scomu (shame).

(e) o>eo, seen in past tenses of the "Fare" class, e.g.

sceoc o= scoc (shook), sceop ©= scop from scieppan.

_ (/) u > eo, seen in sceolon cc sculon, pi. of the " past-present
,;

verb sceal (shall). This eo may be borrowed from sceolde above,

since it is the only instance in EWS.

(g) u > eo in LWS. only : sceofan cc sciifan (shove).

VII. PALATAL MONOPHTHONGISATION

145. This is a process which consists in the change of the

diphthongs ea, ea, into the palatal monophthongs e, e, through

the influence of initial palatal j, c, g, sc. It is frequently the

completion of the palatalising process begun in Pal. Diph., but it

may also follow Breaking and Loss-£. It is itself followed by no

other change. It is seen in the downward history of Germanic

a, ee and au.
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Note. Sievers makes the tactical error of including this phenomenon

under Palatal Mutation, although, being a forward influence, it is excluded

by his definition of Mutation.

Classified examples .are :

(a) Following on Pal. Diph. :

—

gef< gea/(ga.ve), onget < ongeat

(perceived), seel < sceal (shall), cester < ceaster (castle) ; ongeten <

ongeaten, past subjunctive of ongietan. After j :

—

ger<gear.

(b) Following on Breaking :

—

celf< cecdf (calf).

(c) Following on Loss-6' :

—

ongen (against) < ongean < ongeagn

(Pal. Diph.).

(d) In LWS. ea (< Germ, au) > e, as in the past sing, of

verbs of the " Creep " class : ces < ceas (chose), get < geat (poured),

scet < sceat (shot).

VIII. INFLUENCE OF PRECEDING W.

146. The semi-vowel w has a close affinity to the vowels

u and o, and its influence tends to substitute one of them for

the diphthongs io, eo, arisen through Breaking or ^/-Mutation.

This change therefore in almost every instance follows Breaking

or T-Mutation ; it is itself followed by no other change.

The two chief cases, with selected examples, are

:

(a) wio usually > wu (and even u), but both %oi and wio

sometimes remain : — ivudu (wood), rarely wiodu ; wuduwe

(widow), beside widuive ; wuht (wight, thing), beside wiht

;

sumtol (clear), beside swiotol ; bet(w)uh, bet(w)ux (betwixt),

beside betwih, betweoh, etc.

(b) weo usually remained, but also > wo and in LWS. wu :

—

worold (world) < weorold ; worbig (street) < weorftig ;
swostor

(sister), LWS. swustor, < sweostor ; LWS. swurd (sword) < sweord.

Note. Apparently isolated instances of wo<wa are seen in gesworen,

pp. of Silurian (§ 80), and geftwogen, pp. of "Swean (§ 78).
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IX. INFLUENCE OF FOLLOWING W.

147. To ease the transition between a, e, §, and following

w, a ^t-' glide ' arose, which with the preceding vowels formed the

diphthongs au, eu, and these normally passed into EWS. ea, eo

(§§ 111, 112). The only other change with which this came into

relation was /-Mutation, by which it was preceded in several

words. In all, however, there are but few examples.

(a) aw > auw > eaw, seen infective, few.

(b) ew > euw > low, seen in the inflected forms of Seo(w),

servant, cneo(w), knee, treoiw), tree, e.g. gen. sg. fteoives, cneowes.

Notes. (1) The eo of the nom. sg. is due to vocalisation of the w and

contraction, w being afterwards borrowed from the oblique cases.

(2) Gesewen, pp. of seon (see), is an exception.

(c) Following /-Mutation, pw > euw > eow, seen in meowle

(maid), streowede o= strewede (strewed), etc.

X. INFLUENCE OF FOLLOWING NASAL.

148. The influence of a following nasal, already seen in

Germanic (§ 98, N. 1, 2), produced in the prehistoric OE. period

the five following well marked changes :

(i)

(ii)

-«
(iv)

(v)

This is one of the earliest of the OE. influences, being perhaps

synchronous with Breaking. It can be followed by Pal. Diph.,

Loss-iV", and /-Mutation, and even by the last two in succession

in the same word (e.g. ges).

Germ.
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149. (i) a >
<J.

Examples:

—

mon(n), man; IqucI, land;

iQng, long; and the "past-present" verbs, Qn(n), grant; con(n),

know (how to)
;
(ge)mnn, remember.

Notes. (1) OE. bad no distinctive symbol for the sound of open o, and

therefore used both a and o to denote this sound, more often o in EWS.

This very fluctuation of symbol points to a sound different from both a and

o. It must not be supposed that the sound varied with the symbol, which

often fluctuated in the same text.

(2) In a few weak-stressed words, such as on, in ; the masc. accus. "Bone,

hicone, the neuter instr. ftoH, hwon, from se, hwd; the advs. Sonne, then,

hwonne, when, etc., o is almost invariably found, and we may therefore

conclude that the sound was o, not q.

150. (ii) e > i, seen in niman, take ; and in early borrow-

ings from Latin, e.g. gim(m), gem
;
pvnsiom, consider.

Notkr. (1) Examples are few, chiefly because e>i in Germanic before

uasal plus consonant (§ 98, N. 1) ;
partly because of the exceptions, ewene,

woman, denu, valley, and the late or "learned" borrowing temp{e)l, temple.

(2) The history of cuman (to come) is probably this : *cweman>*cwiman

(La&.-N)>*cwuman (TP-Infl.)> cuman.

151. (iii) 0> U. Exs. : (ge)cumen, genumen, pps. of cumait,

come, niman, take; wunian, dwell ; and the early borrowings

from Latin: munuc, monk; nunne, nun; munt, mount; pnnd,

pound; etc. Not in font, font, which is therefore probably late.

152. (iv) Germ, se > W. Germ, a > OE. o. Exs. :
—

<-(w)omon, nomon, past pis. of cuman, niman; gedon, pp. of

don, do ; mona, moon ; moncti, month ; sona, soon ; etc.

(v) (W.) Germ, a (§ 98, N. 3) > OE. o. Exs. :—

fon, seize brohte, brought oht, persecution

hon, hang (§81) oohte, thought (§ 90) woh, crooked

Note. It may be wondered how this last change comes under Infl.-iV.

The very fact that this (7 underwent the same change to u as the d in (iv)

above, proves that this a had a certain nasal quality surviving from the

following n lost in the Germanic period, which justifies its classification

under Nasal Influence.
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XI. COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING FOR LOSS

OF NASAL.

153. Just as in Germanic every a, i, u, occurring before

nh, > a, %, u in compensation for the loss of the n ; so in the

prehistoric OE. period, (a >) q > o, i > i, and u > u in compensation

for the loss of n or m before the three other voiceless spirants,

f, s, ft. This change may be preceded by Inn.-iV (in the change

a> q), and is frequently followed by /-Mutation (§§ 128, 130).

Classified examples are :

(a) i > l :

—

sift, journey ; swift, strong
; flf (<fimf), five.

(b) (g > O :

—

gos, goose ; toft, tooth ; dfter, second ; soft, true
;

smofte, smoothly; softe (<somfte), softly.

(c) VL > u:

—

husl, 'housel'; muft, mouth ; us, us ; cufte, cuft, ufte,

parts of the " past-present " verbs cunnan (know), unnan (grant).

Note. N is lost in all the above words but flf and softe.

XII. CONTRACTION.

154. Contraction is the blending of two following vowel-

sounds into one in order to avoid hiatus. The two sounds

have in most instances been brought together through the loss

of a consonant, usually h, sometimes j or iv, rarely another

consonant ; but there are many instances in which no consonant

has been lost. There are two kinds of Contraction. Contraction

proper, in which original a, a, e, i, or l forms a diphthong with

the following vowel, and which is almost always preceded by the

loss of a consonant ; and Absorption, in which a long vowel,

OE. a, M, o, il, y, ea, eo, simply absorbs the following unstressed

vowel, and which is often not preceded by the loss of a consonant.

Contraction proper is rarely followed by /-Mutation ; no other

change precedes or follows it. Absorption is much later in date,

and can follow Breaking and /-Mutation.
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The following are the most important cases :

(i) a, a (+ h, w) + guttural vowel > ea

(ii) e (+ h) + „ „ > eo

(iii) i, I (+ h, j) + > Io (eo)

(iv) i (+ j) + e > ie

(v) Absorptions.

155. (i) W. Germ, a, a + guttural vowel > ea after loss

of h or w. Examples :—the contracted verbs of the " Fare

"

class : slean (< *slahan), slay
;
Jiean, flay ; lean, blame ; tSwean,

wash ; and all present forms of the same, except 2nd and 3rd

sing, indie, and 2nd sing, imperat. : slea, (I) slay, etc. ; tear

(< *tahur), tear ; ea (< *ah(w)u), water ; clea < cldwu, claw
;

near (< * nakor), nearer.

156. (ii) e + guttural vowel > eo after loss of h. Ex-

amples :—the contracted verbs of the "Tread" class: gefeon

(<*-fehan), rejoice
;
pleon, adventure; seon (<*seh(rv)an), see;

yefeo, (I) rejoice, etc.
;
past tenses in eo of the Reduplicating

class, resulting from the contraction of the e of the reduplicated

syllable with the following stressed vowel:. heold(<*hehald),

heoldon, held
;
feold (< *fefald), folded, etc. ; tweo (< *tweho),

doubt ; teoiSa (< *tehd<Sa), tenth.

157. (iii) i, i + guttural vowel > io, eo after loss of h or

j, or without loss of consonant. Examples:—the contracted verbs

of the " Shine " class : <Sion (< *5lA«n), thrive ; leon, lend ; teon,

accuse; ivrton, cover; 3eo, (I) thrive, etc. ; beot (<*bihat), boast;

betweonum (<.*biticlht(//U)u), between
;
flond (< *fijand), enemy

;

freond, friend ; hlo (< hi- + u), she ; seo, fern, of se, that.

Note. The mutation of this io (eo) is seen in the dat. sing,

and nom. pi. fiend, friend.

(iv) i + e>ie after loss of j. Examples : sie (< *sije), be;

hie, her, they ; orie, three.
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158. Absorptions. Selected examples are arranged under

the absorbing vowels

:

(a) a + vowel > a :

—

ta (< take), toe ; rd, roe
;
gan (< gdan),

(b) 8§ + vowel > 3e :

—

sees (< *ssees), gen. of s#, sea ; M (< *«e),

oblique sing, of ee, law.

(c) o + vowel > o :—the contracted verbs of the Reduplicat-

ing class : Jon (< *Johan), seize ; lion, hang ; and all present forms

of the same, except 2nd and 3rd sing, indie, and 2nd sing,

imperat. : Jo, (I) seize, etc. ; don (< *doan), do ; wos (< *wohes),

gen. of woh, crooked.

(d) u + vowel sometimes > u :

—

gebiin (< gebilen), gebud (< *ge-

bued), pp. of buan, bugean, dwell.

(e) y + vowel sometimes > y

:

—drys (< *dryes), gen. of dry,

magician ; but pi. dryas, etc.

(/) ea + vowel > ea :—frea (< *frauja), lord; several in-

flected forms of heah, high : heas (< *heahes), etc. (§ 46) ; its weak

form, hea, etc.
; fsa (<feawe), dat. /earn, few.

(g) eo + vowel > eo :— the contracted verbs of the "Creep"

class : fleon (< *Jieuhan), flee ; teon, draw
; fleo, (I) flee

;
fieonde,

fleeing, etc.

Notes. (1) It seems better to attribute such forms as eos, gen. of eoh,

horse, feos, gen. of feoh, money, to Compensatory Lengthening for Loss of

h plus Absorption, than to simple Contraction, i.e. eos<*eoes<*eohes rather

than eos<*eo(h)es; because on the latter supposition Contraction must Lave

followed Breaking, which seems improbable ; whereas Absorption is a much

later change, as has been stated.

(2) Unstressed e is lost in be and ne in composition with words beginning

with a vowel or w:—butan<be-utan, nan<ne an, n&s<ne wxs, nylla?&<ne

willaft.
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XIII. COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING FOR LOSS

OF G OR 11.

159. Loss of h between vowels is seen in Contraction (and

Absorption). H is also lost between a resonant (/, m, n, r) and a

following vowel, with compensatory lengthening of the preceding

vowel. This loss is almost always preceded by Breaking or

/-Mutation ;
in one instance (<Syrel and its derivatives) it is

preceded by both.

Examples are :

—

holes, gen. of holh, hole; Wealas, pi. of Wealh,

Briton ; mcares, gen. sg. of mearh, horse
;
feore, dat. sg. of feorh,

life j eorod (< *eoh-rad), troop
;
feolan (< *feolhan), penetrate

;

oret (< *or-hat), battle ; XHjrel (< *8yrhM < *3urhil), aperture

;

ftweal (<*Qiceahl), bath.

Note. In the last example the resonant follows the h, and there is no

following vowel. Several instances will be found in the Accidence of this

disappearance of h before a resonant, but after a vowel which is already long :

heane, heara from heah, high; wbne, icdra<wohne, etc., from wdh, crooked;

hiera, higher. The same thing is seen in the compounds hcallc, high;

nealeecnn, approach. Forms with h are probably only etymological spellings.

160. Loss of g often took place between a palatal vowel

and n, d, or 3, with compensatory lengthening of the vowel ; but

forms with g are also very common. This loss could follow

/-Mutation or Palatal Diphthongisation.

Examples :

—

bredan, brsed, briidon, yebroden, < bregdan, etc.,

to shake, of the "Help" class
;
frlnan, frunon, gefrunen <frignan,

etc., to inquire, of the " Drink " class ; sxde < saegde, past of

secgan, say ; lede, gefed, < fygde, gelggd, from l^cgan, lay ; maiden

< maegden, maiden ; ongean (< ongeagn), against ; (Sen < iSegn,

thane ; lift < ligS, from licgan, lie ; tiftian < tigftian, grant
;
qferhyd

< qferhygd, arrogance.

Note. Four examples after a guttural vowel, w or o, are included above;

they are doubtless due to analogy with the other parts of the same verbs.
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XIV. LENGTHENING.

161. Lengthening of the final vowel of a monosyllable is

common, especially after the loss of a final consonant. Ex-

amples :

—

swci, so ; bi, by ; M, thou ; nu, now ; and after loss of

final consonant :

—

me, (to) me ; we, we
;

ge, ye ;
he, he (all four

with e < e < i) ; hwa, who ; and the prefix a- (§ 174).

XV. SHORTENING.

162. Shortening of l to i, followed by Breaking, is seen in

the adjective leoht = lioht (< Hiht), light (not heavy), and in the

prep, betweoh <betwih, betwixt (§ 146).

C. UPWARD HISTORY: SELECTED EXAMPLES.

163. In order to complement the two preceding divisions

on the Downward History and the Sound-Laws of the stressed

vowels, we start here with the OE. vowel-sounds and give in

tabular form the principal stages in their development from the

Germanic vowels. Almost every possible ' genealogy ' of the OE.

vowels is illustrated by one example : on the left is the OE.

word ; from left to right are given the successive stages through

which its stressed vowel has passed ; on the right is an example

of the original vowel from another Germanic language. The

Sound-Laws under which each change comes are indicated by

abbreviations (§114); when no such indication is given, it is

implied that the change is normal (§§ 100—13), or independent.

It must be remembered that these are only illustrations : some of

them stand for the histoiy of the stressed vowels of many OE.

words; in the case of a few, it might be difficult to adduce a

single other example. With this caution, the table may be used

in a variety of ways.
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Short Vowels.

OE.

a

fa ran, go a < a OHG. 1 faran

88

daeg, day

f?er3, goes

ae < a

ae (Mut.) <se<a
Go. dags

Go. farij? -

e

beran, bear

gef, gave

celf, ea£/*

LWS. fex, hair
j

G
(

^
mec, me

re (Pal. Mon.)<ea (Pal.)

1 Diph.) < ae < a J

fe (Pal. Mon.) < ea (Brks
)j

1 < ae < a J

e (Mut, Pal.) <ea(Brkg

as < a

e <i

OHG. beran

Go. gaf

OHG. calb

OHG. fahs

OHG. mih

l§cgan, fay ^ (Mut.) < ae < a

sgndan, se«c? e, (Mut.) < <j) (Infl.-iV) < a

mgrgen, morroiv ^ (Mut.) < O

l

hit, it

miht, c«?(S^

niman, ta&e

six, six

1 <l

fi (Mut. Pal.)<ea(Brk*)"

( < ae < a

i (Infl.-iV) < e

i (Mut. Pal.) < eo(Brks) < e OHG. sehs

Go. lagjan

Go. sandjan

Go. maurgins

(§113)

Go. ita

OHG. maht

OHG. neman

betwih, between i (Shortg) < l cp. Go. tweihnai

(§113)

1 OHG. = Old High German, OS. = Old Saxon, I. = Icelandic, Go. = Gothic,
Germ. = Germanic.
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o

gold, gold
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le

bieldu, boldness

giest, guest

siex, six

fie (Mut.) < ea (Brk*)]

[ <se < a J

fie (Mut.) < ea (Pal. Diph.)]

{ <se < a J

fie (Mut. Pal.) < eo (Brk8)'

I <e j

giefan, give ie (Pal. Diph.) < e

hierde, (shep)herd ie (Mut.) < io (Brkg
) < i

bierS, foars ie (Glide-Diph.) < i

Go. balbei

Go. gasti-'

OHG. sehs

OHG. geban

OHG. hirti

OS. birid

io

siolofr, silver io (T-Mut.) <i

miox, ordure io (Brkg
) < i

gioc, geoc, yoke io (Pal. Diph.) < o

giong, geong, young io (Pal. Diph.) <U

Go. silubr

OHG. mist

OHG. johh

Go. juggs

a

hal, tvhole

sawon, saw

liwa, ivho

Long Vowels.

a" < ai Go. hails

a < W. Germ, a < Germ, se Go. sehwun

a (Length*5

) < a Go. hwas

se

lsetan, let

lajwan, betray

rseran, rear

ssede, said

se < W. Germ, a < Germ, se Go. letan (§113)

fse (Mut.) <W. Germ, a <) „ . .

1 Germ, se J

se (Mut.) < a <ai

se (Loss-£) < se < a

Go. raisjan

OHG. sageta

1 Forms ending with hyphens are stems. The stem gives the clue to the

/-Mutation; the nom. sg. does not.

w. 10
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e

her, here

fehS, seizes

cwen, rvoman

ger, year

secan, seek

LWS. teh, drew

e < e

e (Mut,)<o (Infl.-iY) < a

re (Mut,)<o(Infl.-iV7 )<W.]

[ Germ, a < Germ, jb J

[e (Pal. Mon.) < ea (Pal.
|

Diph.) < §3 < W. Germ. -

I a < Germ, ie '

e (Mut.) <o

e (Mut. Pal.) < ea < au

LWS. get, poured e (Pal. Mon.) < ea < au

re (Mut.) < o (Loss-iY) < o)

I (Infl.-xV) < a J

e (Loss-G) <^(Mut.)<se<a

re (Pal.Mon.)<ea(Loss-£)j

t <ea (Pal. Diph.) <ae<aj

e (Loss-G) < e

e (Length8
) < e < i

geneSan, venture

lede, laid

ongen, against

Sen, thane

we, we

Go. her

Go. fahij?

Go. qens (§ 113)

Go.jer(§113)

OS. sokian

Go. tauh

Go. gaut

Go. gananjjjan

Go. lagida

OHG. ingagan

OS. thegan

OHG. wir

wis, wise

fif
,
Jive

brldels, bridle

H by

o

god, good

fon, seize

comon, came

gos, groose

broden, braided

holes, o/*a Ao^e

l <I

I (Loss-iY) < i

I (Loss-G) < i

I (Lengthg
) < i

o < o

o (Infl.-.Y)<a

JO (Infl.-xY) < W. Germ. aj

\ < Germ. §e J

o (Loss-iY) < o (Inn. -iY) < a

o (Loss-<2) < o

o (Loss-H) < o

OHG. wlsi

Go. fimf

OHG. brittel

Go. bi

Go. gods

Go., OHG. fahan

Go. qemun

(§ H3)

OHG. gans

OHG. gibrottan

cp. OHG. hoi
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u

Lucan, Jo<-k

hiisl, eucharist

brudon, shook

5ii, thou

u <u
u (Loss-iV) < u

u (Loss-G) < u

u (Length") < u

Go. galukan

Go. hunsl

OHG. brutton

Go. Jm

brjd, bride y(Mut.)<u Go. brucli-

ofSan,make known y (Mut.) < u (Loss-iV) < u Go. kunftan

oferhyd, arrogance y (Loss-G-') < y (Mut.) < u cp. Go. hugs

Svrel, hole y (Loss-//) < y (Mut.) < u cp. OHG. thuruh

ea

teah, drew

gear, year

near, nearer

ea <au

ea (Pal. Diph.)<8e<AV.|

Germ, a < Germ, se J

ea (Contr.) < W. Germ. a|

< Germ, se J

sceadan, separate ea (Pal. Diph.) < a < ai

feawe, few ea < au (Infl.- W) < a

ea, water ea (Contr.) < a

[ < ae < a J

rea (Loss-£) < ea (Pal.)
ongean, opmnrt

| Diph.) < * < a J

Go. tauh

Go. jer (§ 113)

Go. nehwoz

(§ H3)

Go. skaidan

Go. fawai

Go. ahwa

OHG. walh

(sing.)

OHG. ingagan

10—2
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eo

ceosan, choose

geomor, sad

sceop, created

sceofan. shove

rneowle, girl

feolan, penetrate

cneowes, ofa knee

seon, see

Go. kiusan(§113)

OS. jamar

eo < eu

feo (Pal. Diph.)<o (Infl.-j

|
JV) < W. Germ, a < [

{ Germ, ffi i

eo (Pal. Diph.)<o

eo (Pal. Diph.) <u
feo(Infl.-IT)<§ (Mut.)<l

1 ae < a J

eo (Loss-H) < eo (Brk«) < e Go. filhan (§113)

eo < eu (Infl.- W) < e OHG. knewes

eo (Contr.) < e Go. safhwan

Go. gaskop

I. skufa

Go. mawilo

f eo (Pal. Diph.) <u (Length8
) 1 _ .

geo, formerly
1 < u

° 7

|
Go. ju

le

ciest, chooses

hieran, hear

ciese, cheese

wlelisc, foreign

sie, 6e

friend, friends

ie (Mut.) < iu

le (Mut.) <ea< au

fie (Mut.) < ea (Pal. Diph.))

\ < 3§ < W. Germ, a J

rie (Loss-iT) < ie (Mut.) <}

\ ea (Brkg
) < se < a J

Ie (Contr.) <i

ie (Mut.) < 10 (Contr.) < i

Go. kiusij)

Go. hausjan

OHG. kasi

OHG. walhisc

Go. sijai

Go. frijonds

io

oion (Seon), thrive To (Contr. ) < l

friond (freond),

friend
I io (Contr.) <1

OS. thihan

Go. frijonds
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CONSONANTS.

164. Anything like a full treatment of the history of the

OE. consonants is beyond the scope of this book. Some changes

that the}- undergo have been referred to in the preceding pages :

in some cases, nothing need be added to what is there said ; in a

few others, it will be a gain to collect similar phenomena. This

is done under the headings : I. Loss ; II. Assimilation ; III.

Metathesis ; IV. Doubling ; V. Verner's Law.

I. LOSS.

165. (i) The simplification of double consonants is the rule at

the end of a word. In inflected forms it is sufficiently dealt with

in the Accidence.

(ii) Loss of medial y, h, j, m, n, and w
t
leading to Contraction

and Compensatory Lengthening, is fully treated in the sections

on the Sound-Laws.

(iii) IF is usually lost when final.

(a) After a short vowel it is vocalised to u, and the two

vowels form a diphthong : *treiv > *treu > treo, tree ; but it is

apt to be restored from the oblique cases : treow.

(b) After a long vowel it remains in some words, disappears

in others : see, sea ; lira, corpse ; snaw, snow ; but here again it is

often restored from the inflected forms : hrav).

(c) After consonants to > u : bearu, grove ; which was lost,

according to the usual rule (§ 9), after a long syllable : mMd,

meadow.

Besides the loss in Contraction, medial w disappears in a

number of words, of which the following will serve as examples :

negative forms of wesan (be), ivitan (know), willan (will) : na>$,

etc.; til, neut.of twegen, two; betux ozbetwux, between; gierede,

past of gienvan, prepare.
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II. ASSIMILATION.

166. The following cases are worthy of note

:

(«) d > t before and after a voiceless consonant : in the 2nd

and 3rd sing, indie, of verbs, and in the past tenses of weak

verbs of Class I. (§§ 69, 88); and in bletsian, bless (cp. Mod), etc.

(b) $>t in the 2nd (ridest < ridesft < rides Si7) and 3rd sing.

pres. indie. (§ 69) ; in ftsette (< ft&t, <5e), that (conj.) ; eafimettu,

humility
;
glemellest, neglect, etc.

(c) 8s > ss in bliss, joy, liss, grace ; cp. blifte, joyous, li§e, gentle.

(d) sr > ss in leessa, corupar. of lytel, little ; iSisse, ftissa, in the

declension of Ses, this.

III. METATHESIS.

167. The only metathesis that need be mentioned here is

that of r, which is somewhat frequent, especially before nn and

covered s : burna (< *brunna), spring ; beeman (< *brannjan),

burn (trans.); bi(e)rnan (<*bi°innan), burn (intrans.) ; i(e)rnan

(< rinnan), run ; berstan (< *brestan), burst ; fterscan (< *5resccm),

thresh ; hors (< *A?*oss), horse; g&rs (<*gras), grass, etc.

IV. GEMINATION.

168. The W. Germanic gemination before,/ has been referred

to in the Accidence. After a short vowel every consonant,

except r, was doubled before j ; subsequently this j mutated the

root vowel, and then dropped. Hence such forms as those of the

" weak presents "
(§ 80) of Classes V. and VI., and many other

words :

hgbban, raise hliehhan, laugh scieppan, create

rgecan, relate tellan, tell cnyssan, thrust

hreddan, rescue fremman, perform sgttan, set

byegan, buy dyn(n), din sceS'San, injure

hrycg, back wennan, accustom
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V. VERNER'S LAW.

169. An interchange of consonants is seen in the parts of

all contracted strong verbs and of some other strong verbs, the

explanation of which must be sought in the Germanic period.

Primitive Germanic/, h, b
1

, 8 (< Indo-Germ. p, k, t, s), remained

unchanged only when the vowel next preceding bore the principal

accent ; otherwise, i.e. if the vowel next preceding did not bear

the principal accent of the word,/ //, b
1

, s > v, g, S
1

, z. In Late

Germanic, as in OE., the principal accent fell on the root-syllable;

but in the Primitive Germanic period the accent might fall on

any syllable. This fact is illustrated in the strong verbs, in I

which the present forms and the past sing, indie, had the I

principal accent on the root-syllable, whereas all the other past

forms had the principal accent on the ending. Therefore the l

present and thejpast sing, of strong verbs retained the voiceless
|

spirants 8, b
1

, h, / (= OE. s, S, h, / ), which in all the other past.

forms became z, S 1

, g, v (= OE. r, d,g,f) . This law was discovered

and formulated by Karl Verner of Copenhagen in 1875, and has

never been questioned since. Its operation is often referred to

by the ambiguous term "grammatical change,"

OE. has not separate symbols for the sounds of / and v, and

therefore the changes that are explained by Verner's Law can

only be seen in the interchange of the following pairs of con-

sonants :

(a)
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(a) s : r

Class II ("Creep") : ceosan, choose ceas curon coren

„ V (" Tread"): wesan, be wees wieron

In genesan, to survive, the law fails, but is seen in the

derivative verb generian, to save.

(b) 3 : d

Class I (" Shine ") : sniSan, cut sna5 snidon sniden

Cp. snide, cutting.

Class V (" Tread ") : cweSan, sag cwsed" cwgedon cweden

Cp. cwide, speech.

(c) h : g

All strong contracted verbs (§81) belong here, except seon,

see ; but those of Classes VI. and VII. were apt to borrow the g

of the past pi. in the past sing.

Class VI (" Fare") : slean, strike slog slogon slsegen

Cp. sl§ge, stroke, and slaga, slayer. And the " weak present
"

of the same class :

hliehhan, laugh hlog hlogon

(d) h(w) : (g)w or g(w)

. ,„ . f sawon sewen
Class V ( " Tread ) : seon, see seah -{ _

v '
\ ssegon segen

Note. Final g often > h after a, o, and sometimes after I or

r, but this has nothing to do with Verner's Law. Thus slog >

sloh ; stag > stah (ascended) ; burg > burh (stronghold).



APPENDIX.

I. FORMATION OF ADVERBS.

170. Adverbs formed from Adjectives usually end in -e and are

identical with the instrumental sing, of the adj.

:

adj.
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171. The oblique cases of adjs. and nouns are used adverbially.

(1) Accusative (neut. of adj.)

:

eall, entirely ealne weg, always

full, fully 5a hwlle (5e), while

genog, enough norS, north

lyt(el), little norSweard, northwards

hwon, somewhat upweard, upwards

(2) Genitive :

ealles, altogether dseges, by day

nealles, not at all nihtes, by night

hamweardes, homewards niedes, needs

norSweardes, northwards Sgnces, willingly

ungewealdes, involuntarily

and even compounded with a preposition :

to-middes, in the midst

(3) Dative (Instr.), sing, and pi.

:

elne, courageously hwllum, sometimes

facne, excessively hwiltldum, sometimes

hwene, somewhat wundrum, wondrous(ly)

miclum, very fioccinajlum, in troops

styccemselurn, piecemeal, here and there

172. Other adverbial terminations are -a and -unga (-inga) :

geara, of yore anunga, once for all

sona, soon eallunga, altogether

tela, well ierringa, angrily

tuwa, twice grundlunga, from the foundations

Sriwa, thrice
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173. The chief adverbs of plan- are :

Rest
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be-, unstressed form of hi-, 'by, about':

(a) specialises tbe meanings of transitive verbs : besettan, to beset

;

besecan, to beseech.

(b) makes intrans. verbs transitive : bescinan, to illuminate

;

bendcm, to encompass.

(c) privative : bedxlan, bellSan, benasman, beniman, bescierian,

besnySia?i, to deprive of.

(d) without assignable force : bebeodan, to command ; bescufan,

to shove.

bl-, 'by' (see be-): blleofa, sustenance; Uspell, example.

ed-, ' re- ' : edlean, reward ; ednlivian, to renew.

for-: (1) earlier unstressed form fer-, distinct from prep, for;
denotes loss, destruction

;

intensifies ; deteriorates ; negatives :

fordon, to destroy forgiefan, to forgive

forweorftan, to perish forbaernan, to burn up
forwyrd, destruction fretan (<*for-etan), to devour

forspillan, to destroy forseon, to despise

forgan, to forgo forswerian, to swear falsely

forgietan, to forget forbeodan, to forbid

(2) = the prep, for : forstqndan, to defend
; forfaran, forrldan, to

intercept.

fore-, ' fore- ' : forecweSan, to foretell
; foregone, forethought

; fore-

msere, very great.

ge-: (a) originally= together (L. cum), as in gefere, company;

gefegan, to fit together (§ 62).

(b) makes intrans. verbs transitive, often with the added notion

of attainment, gain, success : gewinnan, to win, cp. winnan, to fight

;

geeernan, to gain by galloping, cp. sernan, to gallop
;
gedscian, to learn

by asking, hear of.

(c) initial inflection of past participles : gebiden, gelocod.

(d) very often without assignable meaning : gebeodan, to order
;

gebedhus, chapel.

in-, ' in ' : ingqng, ingress ; infyrdian, to invade.

mid- 1
, 'with' : midivyrhta, cooperator.

1 Mid- frequently = ' mid-,' as in midniht, but can then hardly be
regarded as a mere prefix.
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mis-, 'mis-' : mislimpan, to go wrong; misdeed, misdeed.

n-, negative prefix : nis, is not ; nan, none.

of-, unstressed form of «/-, which it almost entirely displaced

:

(a) originally = off : ofspring, offspring; ofaslean, to smite oft';

ofteon, to withhold.

(b) intensive : ofstingan, to stab to death ; oftorfian, to stone to

death.

(c) makes intrans. verbs trans., often specialising the meaning:

ofsittan, to oppress offeallan, to fall upon

oftaran, to overtake ofSyncan, to displease.

ofer-: («)= over: oferstlgan, to surmount; ofersiclSan, to over-

power; oferspreece, loquacious.

(b) with negative force : ofergietan, to forget ; ofersittan, to

abstain from.

on (an)- : (1) unstressed form of qnd-, denotes reversal, change:

onlucan, to unlock onwindan, to unwind

onhlldan, ontynan, to open onwindan, to change, upset

(2) = the prep, 'on':

onwinnan, to assail onliehtan, to illuminate

diisittau, to occupy onshepan, to fall asleep

onselan, to ignite ongean, against.

(3) often without assignable meaning : onginnan, to begin.

qnd (and)-, stressed form of on (Greek ami), back : qndwyrde, answer.

or-, stressed form of a- (1); see § 104 X.

o5-, ' away
'

; oftfeallan, to fall off ; oShealdan, to keep back.

som (sain)-, ' together ' : sgnnoist, a living together.

som (sam)-, 'half: somicis, stupid; somivorht, half-made.

to-: (1) = earlier te-, L. dis-, ' asunder
'

; tobregdan, toslltan, to tear

to pieces ; tofaran, toferan, to disperse.

(2)= to (prep.) : togeanes, towards ; tocyme, arrival ; tbweard, future.

5urh-, 'through': Surhteon, to accomplish.

un-: («) = 'un-': unrot, sad; unctW, unknown; ungexoisses, un-

consciously.

(6) pejorative: untyder, evil progeny.
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under-, ' under ' : understqndan, to understand,

wan-, 'un-': wankdl, unhealthy; wans&lig, unhappy.

wi5-, 'with-, against': iviSstqndan, to withstand; vnSfeohtend,

adversary.

wiSer-, 'against, re-': wifterflita, iviftervrinna, opponent, adversary;

wifterstal, resistance.

ymb (yrnbe)-, 'around': ymbsittan, invest; ymbeftQnc, reflection.

III. SUFFIXES.

175. The principal OE. suffixes (except adverbial, see §§ 170—3)

are here given in one list in alphabetical order. Some of the suffixes

included existed also as independent words in OE., and might more

correctly be regarded as forming compounds ; but compounds pass into

derivatives in the course of time, and it has been thought better to err,

if at all, on the side of inclusion.

-a3 (oS), noun masc, abstract : fiscal, fishing ; hu?ito$, hunting.

-bSre, adj., 'bearing' : wsestmbeere, fruitful; lustbxre, desirable.

-cund, adj. denoting nature: godcund, divine; heofoncund, heavenly.

-dom, '-dom,' noun masc, usu. abstract : freodom, freedom ; l&cedom,

medicine.

-els, noun masc. : byrgels, tomb ; recels, incense.

-en (1), noun neut., sometimes dimin. : cllewen, sphere; cycen,

chicken.

-en (2), noun fern., often a person : gyden, goddess ; byrgen, tomb.

-en (3), adj. of material etc. : gylden, golden : h&Sen, heathen.

-(e)nd, noun masc, agent: age7id, owner; Stieppend, Creator;

freond, friend.

-ere, '-er,' noun masc, agent: bocere, scribe; fiscere, fisher; god-

spellere, evangelist.

-ern, noun neut., ' house ' : horsem, stable ; blacem, lantern.

-erne, '-ern,' adj., local: noriSeme, northern.
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-estre, '-ster,
1 noun fern., person: febbestre, spinster; witegestre,

prophetess.

Tettan, verb: licettan, to feign.

-faest, '-fast,' adj.: stedef&st, steadfast; scgmfxst, shamefast.

-feald, '-fold,' adj. : monigfeald, manifold; Xrltiijfeald, thirtyfold.

-full, '-fid,' adj. : cearfuU, anxious; synnfull, guilty.

-had, '-hood,' noun niasc, abstract : cildhud, childhood : msegdenhdd,

virginity.

-ig, ' -y,' adj. : hah'g, holy ; modig, proud ; welig, wealthy.

-iht, adj.: heoruhociht, savagely barbed; kreodiht, reedy.

-ing, noun masc.
; («) patronymic: aXeling, prince; ^EiSelvmljing,

son of Ethehvulf.

(b) without assignable force : terming, poor wretch ; hsering, herring;

settling, shilling.

-isc, '-ish,' adj.: gnglisc, English; wielisc, foreign; cildisc, childish.

-lac, '-lock,' noun neut., abstract ifeohildc, fighting; wedlae, wedlock.

-laican, verb : nealiecan, to approach ; iSrlstlMcan, to embolden.

-leas, ' -less,' adj. : glemeleas, heedless ; receleas, reckless.

-lie, '-ly,' adj.: godllc, goodly; wlfllc, womanly; unaberendlic, in-

tolerable ; ungesewenllc, invisible.

-liest (least), ' -lessness,' noun fem., abstract : glemellest, negligence

;

sliepleast, sleeplessness.

-ling, ' -ling,' noun masc, dimin., or denoting affection or contempt

:

deorling, darling
;
geongling, youth ; hyrling, hireling.

N.B. On bsecling, on hinderling, backwards.

-mod, ' -minded,' adj. : eaftmod, humble-minded.

-nes, '-ness,' noun fem., abstract: godnes, goodness; forscwennes,

contempt.

-ol, adj. : sticol, rough ; swicol, deceitful.

-raden, noun fem., abstract : msegrsklen, relationship
;
gecwedrseden,

agreement ; mgnrasden, homage.

-rice, ' -ric,' noun neut. : biscoprlce, bishopric ; cynerlce, kingdom.
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-scipe, '-ship,
5 noun masc., abstract: freondseipe, friendship;

hicsetscipe, boldness.

-sian, verb : bletsian, to bless ; cliensian, to cleanse.

-stafas, noun masc. pi., abstract : drstafas, favour ; fdcenstafas,

treachery.

-sum, ' -some,' adj. : wynswm, winsome ; iQngsum, tedious.

-tieme, adj. : hgfigtieme, grievous ; tiweortleme, perverse.

-S(u), '-th,' noun fern., abstract: streng$(u), strength; fxhfi,

hostility.

-u (preceded by mutated root-vowel), noun fern., abstract : heelu,

health ; mgnigu, multitude.

-ung (ing), '-ing,
5 noun fern., abstract : bletmng, blessing ; miltsung,

mercy.

-weard, '-ward, 5

adj., local and temporal: norSioeard, northward:

toweard, future.

-wende, adj.: hahoqnde, healthy; hiulliv&ide, transitory.

-weorS, wierSe, '-worthy,5

adj.: drweorfi, venerable; tixlivierfte,

blameworthy; untxhvieriSe, blameless.

-WIS, adj.: rihtw'is, righteous; imgesceadivls, unintelligent.
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